MEETING RESULTS - ZIONSVILLE BOARD OF ZONING APPEALS MARCH 12, 2019
The meeting of the Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals occurred Tuesday, March 12, 2019 at 6:30 p.m. in the
Zionsville Town Hall Council Chamber, 1100 West Oak Street, Zionsville, Indiana.
The following items are scheduled for consideration:
I.
Continued Business
Docket Number
Name

2018-46-DSV

II.

Address of Project

Item to be considered

R. Pabst

8090 E 550 South

Continued from January 8, 2019 to February 12, 2019
Meeting, Continued by Petitioner from February 12 to the
March 12, 2019 Meeting, Continued from March 12 to the
April 9, 2019 Meeting
Petition for Development Standards Variance in order to
permit the establishment of a 1.83 acre lot. (Minimum lot
size is 2 acres) in the Low-Density Single-Family Residential
Zoning District (R1).

Name

Address of Project

Item to be considered

805 W Pine Street

Approved as presented & filed w/exhibits & per staff
report
– 5 in Favor, 0 Opposed
Petition for Development Standards Variance in order to
provide for the construction of a new single-family dwelling
with attached garage which:
1) Exceeds the required lot coverage of 35%, to 43.12%
in the Residential Village Zoning District (R-V).

10002 E 100 North

Approved with Right to Farm Commitment as presented &
filed w/exhibits & per staff report
– 5 in Favor, 0 Opposed
Petition for Special Exception to allow for new residential
building(s) in an Agricultural Zoning District (AG).

10002 E 100 North

Approved as presented & filed w/exhibits & per staff
report
– 5 in Favor, 0 Opposed
Petition for Development Standards variance in order to
provide for the construction of a detached garage which:
1) Exceeds the allowable accessory square footage
in the Agricultural Zoning District (AG).

New Business

Docket Number

2019-02-DSV

2019-03-SE

2019-04-DSV

A. Braun

D. Gudenkauf

D. Gudenkauf

March 13, 2019

2019-05-DSV

2019-06-DSV

2019-07-SE

T. Dalberg

Rottmann Collier

S. Boedicker

596 W Linden Street

Approved as presented & filed w/exhibits
– 5 in Favor, 0 Opposed
Petition for Development Standards variance in order to
provide for an addition to an existing single-family dwelling
improved with 382 square feet of stone in established side
yards serving as pervious surface as recognized by the
Board of Zoning Appeals, which:
1) Exceeds the required lot coverage of 35%, to 45%
2) Deviates from the required front yard setbacks
in the Urban Residential Village Zoning District (R-V).

160 N Main Street

Approved with Commitment as presented & filed
w/exhibits & per staff report
– 5 in Favor, 0 Opposed
Petition for Development Standards Variance in order to
provide for the construction of a new single-family dwelling
with attached garage which:
1) Exceeds the required lot coverage of 35%, to 46%
2) Deviates from the required rear yard setback
in the Residential Village Zoning District (R-V).

782 N 800 East

Approved with Right to Farm Commitment as presented &
filed w/exhibits & per staff report
– 5 in Favor, 0 Opposed
Petition for Special Exception to allow for new residential
building(s) in an Agricultural Zoning District (AG).

Respectfully Submitted:
Wayne DeLong AICP, CPM
Town of Zionsville
Director of Planning and Economic Development

March 13, 2019

Zionsville Board of Zoning Appeals
March 12, 2019
In Attendance: John Wolff, Joe Kremp, Larry Jones, Julia Evinger, Steve Mundy.
Staff attending: Wayne DeLong, Darren Chadd, attorney.
A quorum is present.
Wolff

Good evening, and welcome to the March 12, 2019 Board of Zoning Appeals
meeting. The first item on our agenda is the Pledge of Allegiance.

All

Pledge.

Wolff

The next item on our agenda is attendance.

DeLong

Mr. Kremp?

Kremp

Here.

DeLong

Mr. Jones?

Jones

Present.

DeLong

Mr. Wolff?

Wolff

Here.

DeLong

Ms. Evinger?

Evinger

Present.

DeLong

Mr. Mundy?

Mundy

Present.

Wolff

Thank you. The next item on our agenda is a new member oath of office. Wayne,
will you help us with that.

DeLong

I will administer that to Mr. Kremp.

Wolff

Thank you.

DeLong

Please stand, raise your right hand. Feel free to reference the paper. This is not a
quiz. I, Joe Kremp

Kremp

Repeat after you?

DeLong

Yes.

Kremp

I, Joe Kremp

DeLong

do solemnly swear
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Kremp

do solemnly swear

DeLong

that I will support the constitution of the United States of America

Kremp

that I will support the constitution of the United States of America

DeLong

the Constitution of the State of Indiana

Kremp

the Constitution of the State of Indiana

DeLong

and the ordinances of the Town of Zionsville

Kremp

and the ordinances of the Town of Zionsville

DeLong

I will faithfully and honestly

Kremp

I will faithfully and honestly

DeLong

and impartially discharge

Kremp

and impartially discharge

DeLong

all of my official duties as a member

Kremp

all of my official duties as a member

DeLong

of the Board of Zoning Appeals for the Town of Zionsville

Kremp

of the Board of Zoning Appeals for the Town of Zionsville

DeLong

without malice

Kremp

without malice

DeLong

and to the best of my skills

Kremp

and to the best of my skills

DeLong

and ability, so help me God.

Kremp

and ability, so help me God.

DeLong

Congratulations.

Kremp

Thank you.

Wolff

Mr. Kremp, welcome. I did not get a round of applause when I was sworn in, so,
that is the sort of reputation you have. Also, welcome to all our or local
community high school members. Some of you are getting this done ahead of
schedule. Good job. The next item on our agenda is the approval of the February
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11, 2019 meeting minutes. Those should have been passed out to you earlier this
week. Any comments from the group? Seeing none, I will entertain a motion.
Evinger

I will make a motion to approve the minutes as presented.

Wolff

Thank you. Is there a second?

Jones

Second.

Wolff

All those in favor?

All

Aye.

Wolff

Those opposed?
[No response.]

Wolff

Motion carries. The next item on our agenda is continuance requests. Are there
any petitioners here tonight requesting a continuance? Seeing none, moving on to
continued business. Docket # 2018-46-DSV. Please, will the petitioner please
come forward and state your name and address. Welcome back. So, will you
please state your name. I want to start the conversation, but will you give us your
name and address.

Pabst

Reesa Pabst. I’m at 8090 East 550 South.

Wolff

Thank you. So, Mrs. Pabst, as you know we have a new member tonight, and we
had a fairly lengthy conversation a couple months ago, but I think it’s important
that we kind of hit the reset button, and let’s try to understand what it is you’re
asking for. We heard some remonstrators, and so they had some concerns, and
let’s also try to understand what you’ve done to help mitigate those concerns.

Pabst

So, what I asked for was a variance to split my property, which I am asking for
the home to stay on 1.83 acres, and to create a 2-acre lot. And, as a reminder of
the last meeting concerning the variance, my husband and I inherited part of the
property, and from a family estate. After my father-in-law died, there were
several people interested in the property, one of which was a neighbor. I was
unaware until the last meeting who the neighbor was that was interested in the
property, but it happened to be the Paddocks that were interested in purchasing it
for their son. I don’t know what the circumstances were as to why they didn’t
purchase the property. It was all dealt with by a lawyer, so having said that, when
they did not come back to look at the property or show any interest in it, the
lawyer had come to us and said that he was going to go ahead and have it
appraised by a realtor, and see about putting it on the market. At that time, he had
come back to us and told us that he had a realtor that had a developer that was
interested in the property. At that time, my husband and I decided that we did not
want to see the home tore down, so, having said that, we went ahead and decided
to move forward with purchasing the property from the rest of our siblings, and
we did so. So, you know, it was always in the family’s interest to keep the house.
They had actually done very extensive remodel to the outside of the home in the
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last two years, and spent a lot of money doing that, so it’s always been, you
know, they’ve had it in the home for over 50 years, I mean in the family for over
50 years, so it was just always that we would try to keep the home in the family,
or keep it standing, because it was from the mid-1800s. So, having said that, I am
just here tonight to try to see about getting it.
I did work with my neighbor, all my neighbors, and got several people out there
to try to work on the drainage issues. The Paddocks had met with, and you
probably have a copy of it, I had submitted that from the Natural Resource
Conservation Services. I did get Angela Garrison to come out and meet with us.
She met with me twice. She met with Mr. Stark at one time, and she also met
with Mr. Paddock. And, there was also Brian Daggy that came out with the
Boone County Soil and Water District. They met and Mr. Paddock explained to
them that he didn’t currently have any drainage issues. That he had corrected
them. They looked at our property, and all the properties surrounding, and had
said that they could not really come up with a hypothetical for a home being
built, but they did say that there were safeguards that were put into place in the
building departments and all the permitting process for drainage, if and when
something is built on that 2 acres. And, she also had offered to come out at a later
date when somebody was deciding to build and work with them on the drainage.
I don’t know if you have a copy of the topo, as well, but it did show the
elevations of everybody’s property, and unfortunately, the Paddocks are at a very
low level where their property kind of, everything kind of goes down to them.
But, they do have a creek that I had mentioned at the last meeting. It’s a stream
that has been there for, I think they put in this report for over 40 years, that is one
of the diversions that they are having that goes across their driveway. She did not
feel like our property would be a very big impact on it if we did go in and make
sure that we, that somebody had done the proper drainage when they build a
home. We also, I also want to point out that all roads lead to my property. All of
my neighbors, drainage, comes to my front yard because the huge drainage ditch
that crosses the road is actually in front of my property. So, I am going to be just
as conscious about drainage as anybody, any of my neighbors. With this last rain,
I did go out and look at the property again, and behind me to make sure there
wasn’t any wet areas. I did see a couple of very minor wet areas, and driving
around Zionsville, I could not believe how many people were under water. I just
want to say that Brian Daggy from the Soil and Water District joking said to me
when I said I was unaware of their being drainage issues because I haven’t lived
in Zionsville for 30 years, and he said to me, he said, “Well, my business card
has a lily pad and a frog on it, if that tells you anything.” So, I did try to work
with my neighbors. I did go around to all the other neighbors and speak to them,
and I got no resistance from anybody as far as putting a home on the 2 acres.
They were ecstatic that the older home was going to be able to stay, and
everybody was very welcoming and signed letters to that effect, and I did furnish
those, as well.
Wolff

Thank you, Mrs. Pabst. I think I am going to try to sum this up.

Pabst

Okay.

Wolff

And, you correct me where I go wrong.
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Pabst

Okay.

Wolff

We’re talking about one parcel that is currently 3.83 acres.

Pabst

Yes, sir.

Wolff

And you would like to have that split into two parcels. One that is 2, and one that
is 1.83 acres.

Pabst

Correct.

Wolff

As we will discuss in a few moments, the staff feels that the size of those parcels
is consistent with other parcels in the area. We had some neighbors have
concerns regarding what splitting that parcel into would do, and adding a house
to it, and to help work through that issue, you have hired some experts, and they
did a bunch of drainage studies, and I think what I heard was nobody exactly
knows what’s going to happen when you put a house on it because water is a
little bit unpredictable. So, it’s difficult to interpret what’s going to happen, but
you have a better understanding of where the water goes, and where it might go,
but adding a house that we don’t know what it looks like, how big it is, or where
it is going to sit is a pretty hypothetical situation.

Pabst

Correct. And, they did not want to go into hypotheticals. But, the way that the
hill is, it’s got a very good slope on it going down towards the drainage at the
road, and Brian Daggy did say that he felt like a house could be built at the slope
where everything went towards the front of the property where it should go to the
drainage.

Wolff

Thank you. Are there any questions for the petitioner?

Pabst

Excuse me. This is my brother. Can you come up?

Wolff

Absolutely. You’re welcome to speak. Come forward.

Pabst

He can’t talk. He lost his voice.

Wolff

Or you can whisper to her and have her do it. But we just want to make sure we
get it on the record.

Pabst

Oh, yes. We are also taking down two structures. There is a corn bin that has
been there for years and years, and there is also, we’ve permitted to take down a
barn that has been sitting there for several years, as well. So, there are two
structures that are being removed.

Wolff

You’re right. Thank you for bringing that up. That is important.

Roberts

Also, I’ve been doing excavating for many years - -

Wolff

Can you state your name and address for the record please?

Roberts

Greg Roberts.
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Pabst

And your address.

Roberts

9085 State Road 38, Sheridan.

Wolff

Thank you.

Roberts

I’ve been doing excavating for many years, and most all these properties have
perimeter drains anyway. When they build new homes anyhow, any of the ones
in the suburb areas, and I just wanted to reiterate that, and she has natural fall,
and the soil hasn’t been tampered with. You know, it’s not build-up, it’s not
home-made. It’s natural. And, basically what I’m saying is that I don’t, you
know, even from my experiences over the years, I don’t see a problem with
building a house on that acreage because it is a natural slope, and 90% of the
property, the fall is in the front of the property, the adjacent road in the front.

Wolff

Thank you.

Roberts

Thank you.

Wolff

And, also, thank you for bringing up the removal of a couple of accessory
structures. We did talk about that last meeting, we brought it up, but thank you
for doing that. Any questions for the petitioner?

Jones

I guess my question along that line though is, while you have met with all these
individuals and they have given you all this information, there still is no real
drainage plan to alleviate any of the problems that might be created. It’s still
pushing off the, it still pushes off the correction of any potential problems to a
future owner, or adjoining property owners, or Zionsville. In other words, what
you have told us is, even by your own account, driving around the Town of
Zionsville, you understand there is drainage issues everywhere.

Pabst

Correct.

Jones

But, you’re not really proposing anything to alleviate that with the ability to get
this variance to partition off this piece of property.

Pabst

Well, I have met with your Well and Septic Department, which approved the
well and septic on the 1.83 acres.

Jones

But a well and septic isn’t drainage.

Pabst

I understand that. I’ve also met with your street division and contacted, I think it
was Nick Parr. Spoke to him about the drainage, and I contacted every
department I could contact through the city trying to get any kind of, but I’m
going to be honest with you, all of them told me that the Building Department
has safeguards for the drainage issues when building a home. And, I would have
to defer to Wayne DeLong about that because that is basically what I have been
told by all the departments.

Jones

Does the Building Department have safeguards?
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DeLong

With any new construction, there is certainly going to be drainage ordinances and
building codes that speaks to the positive drainage that is required to be
perpetuated with any new development. The characteristics that have been
discussed and previously discussed this evening, as well, are not atypical or
foreign. I mean, these are every day encountered items that are routinely
addressed when a 2-acre parcel is thought of to be built upon by somebody who
then needs to take upon the right requirements to put in the right drainage,
structures, perimeter drains, outfall places, routing drainage accordingly. So, the
safeguards themselves are the ordinances of the Town of Zionsville building
code, which mandates positive drainage, and like, those rules are implemented on
a daily basis.

Jones

Okay.

Wolff

Any other questions for the petitioner?

Kremp

Can I?

Wolff

Absolutely.

Kremp

So, I’m the new member, so I don’t want to paddle too far out into the deep
waters, I don’t float in the deep water, but I do have a couple questions. Because
I wasn’t here for the first meeting on this. But, I have read through the transcript.
The drainage that exists right now on the property, is it your view that the
existing improvements don’t contribute to the problem that exists at the northeast
corner, that the northeast corner of the property, that that’s all coming from,
that’s coming down from the north?

Pabst

It is coming from that new subdivision, yes, but I don’t know that it was ever just
coming from that new subdivision. There is, if you look at the plat, that I think
there was a copy of that furnished, that shows that it was a natural drainage that
came from the north.

Kremp

So, the 1.83-acre parcel that you want to create with the existing improvements,
it’s your position that those improvements aren’t contributing to any sort of
drainage issue in the northeast corner?

Pabst

No, no. The 1.83, and I’m not, all I’m trying to do is just save the home. I’m not
doing any improvements other than I did check to make sure I could put a new
septic in there if it was needed. But, I will say that Mr. Paddock did take part of
our property. He took down part of the fence, and he built a berm on part of our
property when he alleviated his drainage issue, which I have no problem with. I
mean, we want to be neighborly, and we want to get along with all our neighbors,
so that was not a problem for him to do that, but, you know, we have tried to
work with him. And, I was unaware that that had gone on, but that had happened
within the last year.

Kremp

But you’re establishing through this process, and if a 2-acre parcel, we’re being
asked to approve a 1.83-acre parcel that is below the existing requirement - -
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Pabst

--Yes, that’s actually - -

Kremp

--to the east of that there will be a 2-acre parcel that would be consistent with the
zoning requirements. And, that 2-acre parcel is where this drainage issue exists at
the northeast corner, if I’m correct.

Pabst

Correct. Yes.

Kremp

And, so this is quick, I don’t want to take more of everybody else’s time. I saw
the initial submission had a plan that had a hand-drawn line where the 2-acre split
would occur, and I’ve seen something that, is that a supplement to it that has
actually a metes and bounds description where there is a lot line - -

Pabst

I actually did have my surveyor redo that, and it was turned in by the surveyor.

Kremp

Okay. My question is, if the petition is approved, is the petitioner bound by those
lot or by that lot description? Are we approving 1.83 acres that they could
somehow resize, or is it going to be that lot size as shown on the resubmitted
plan?

DeLong

The 1.83 acres would, if it changes, it would have to come back for an additional
variance if it were to get smaller.

Kremp

Okay, are we approving the dimensions then?

Wolff

Are you implying that if we made a diagonal line here and a diagonal line there,
we stayed at 1.83 acres - -

Kremp

Can they adjust the 1.83 acres, if we approve the petition, can they adjust the
1.83 acres?

Wolff

No. We are approving the 1.83 acres.

Kremp

So, the 2 acres has to stay on the east side?

Pabst

Correct. Yes.

Wolff

Correct.

Kremp

And, last question, and I’ll shut up.

Wolff

No please go ahead.

Kremp

And, I promise I will not be like this. I noticed on your plan that you have the
driveway, the current driveway is located on both sides of what that lot line
would be on your plan.

Pabst

That would be moved, yes.

Kremp

So, your intention is to move it all onto the 1.83 acres?
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Pabst
Kremp

Yes.
Okay, thank you.

Wolff

Good questions. Thank you. We may have you come back up.

Pabst

Okay.

Wolff

Are there any remonstrators here tonight? Please come forward and state your
name and address.

S. Paddock

Shelly Paddock, 8164 East 550 South.

Wolff

And, Mrs. Paddock, if I remember, you’re directly to the east. Correct?

S. Paddock

Correct. It’s our property that is affected.

Wolff

Okay, great. What are your concerns?

S. Paddock

I just first want to correct something that Mrs. Pabst said. We did not approach
anyone to buy the property. Her sister-in-law, Judy, called me and asked if we
would be interested and I said I would talk to my grown son, and his future wife,
and then let her know. Which a couple days later I called her back and said they
have no interest. So, we did not seek that.

Wolff

Yes. For everybody involved, I want to stay inside our lane here. I’m really just
worried about taking 3.83 acres and cutting it up into 2 and 1.83. That’s really
my focus and so some of these transactions that may or may not have had that I
was not involved in or I couldn’t hear myself, I’m not overly interested in any of
those.

S. Paddock

I’m not either. I just want to make sure that everything is clear, and truthful, if
that matters.

Wolff

Yes. Certainly. So, you, last time, and I want to give you an opportunity to speak.
The last time, you had some concerns about drainage.

S. Paddock

Correct.

Wolff

Actually, you also had some concerns about the lot size. Could you please review
your concerns, and can you also talk to what Mrs. Pabst may have done to
alleviate or not alleviate your concerns?

S. Paddock

Sure. First of all, the only reason that they’re concerned about the lot sizes, it’s
your rules, not mine. I didn’t make them. That’s the Town of Zionsville. So, I
don’t have a problem with the lot. As long as the drainage is addressed. And, as
far as what was done. When we moved there 25 years ago, not a year ago, we
dug with her father-in-law, and mother-in-law, who lived in the property, they
were our neighbors. We talked to them, along with our other neighbors, that the
three properties connect. They all adjoin. And, they said, there is an issue with
drainage here. All of us agreed, on their properties, as well as ours. So, we said,
well, we’re going to put a driveway in, so let’s, how about this, we all three work
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together to make that work for all of us. Not just so we could have a driveway.
We removed the fence. Of course, with permission, with working with her inlaws, who then owned the property. We were good neighbors, and we were
friends with them. So, there was never a relationship with, I had never met Mrs.
Pabst until the first night that we were here. So, I don’t have a problem with the
building a house if you give them the variance. They’re your rules. As long as
everybody is following the same rules, I am good with that. The drainage issue,
is,… our driveway is right along that fence line. It’s probably less than 7 feet,
maybe 10, from the fence line and the fence, actually part of her fence is on our
property, because the line is not directly straight. So, we have a tree that is on our
side of the fence that is on her property, which we’re going to have to address
because it’s going to fall over on that lot, because the water. And, it’s not their
fault. It’s just the way the property is. It’s not, no one built it up. No one stacked
dirt or dumped or did anything. It is the natural fall of the land. And, we have
dug up our yard. We have dug up our neighbor’s yard. We have redone that drain
about 4 or 5 times since we have lived there in the 25 years. It’s dug up now. She
didn’t hire an engineer. As far as I know. She called Boone County. They called
me. They came out. They met with my husband. We talked to them. They just
said, you know, “Do you have a problem?” Because, when she called, what the
drainage, what they said to us was, “Mrs. Pabst called and said you have a
problem with drainage.” We don’t have a problem, I mean, it drains. I mean, it’s
low. We understand that. Only problem, my only concern that we have is if you
put a house on there, and it doesn’t all go forward. Rain doesn’t know which
direction. It’s the path of least resistance. It’s just, and I’m not trying to be
difficult. Seriously not. I am not. I’m just trying to, let’s just make sure that we
don’t create a bigger problem. Our other neighbors, it’s right now, our side of the
drive, the east side, it is completely, you can’t walk through there. It’s soupy
right now. And, yes, there was a natural-like drainage. It’s not a creek. It’s just a
path that goes through. It’s dry most of the time. I mow it. And, between our
other neighbors to the west of us, but when it rains, everything runs downhill.
Wolff

So, Mrs. Paddock, did you see the information that the various groups provided
that Mrs. Pabst had put together about the elevation changes and those?

S. Paddock

Yes.

Wolff

And, after reviewing that and taking a look at that, and your experience for living
there for 25 years is that it’s going to go to the east?

S. Paddock

Well, yes, some of it is. The majority of that back corner is going to go set in
that. We have a huge willow there, and there is a reason it’s a huge willow. It’s
because the water just stands there.

Wolff

And, is there something that Mrs. Pabst could do to help alleviate those
concerns?

S. Paddock

Just, I mean, the whole idea, I thought was the last meeting was, was that she was
supposed to have somebody draw something, do something to give us some idea
if they put a house there, when somebody puts a house there, what their plan was.
Are they going to put a culvert in?
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Wolff

So, I think the challenge with that statement was Mrs. Pabst isn’t going to put a
house there. Somebody else may in the future, but we don’t know what house it
is, or where it’s going to sit. So, it’s difficult to address it specifically at this time.
In addition, I think what we also heard was that part of building a house, there
comes some obligation to make sure that you address the water that comes off of
a house. That’s part of the building process in getting building permits and those
types of things. So, that may help alleviate the condition?

S. Paddock

Maybe. But, what’s going to be left is that we get to deal with it once she sells
the property to the next people. Then she just takes her bag of cash and goes back
to Florida, and then we have to deal with the new landowner.

Wolff

Again, I am not concerned about transactions right now. I’m not worried about
selling the property. I’m really worried about 3.83 acres going to 2 and 1.83
acres.

S. Paddock

But, the reason that it’s going to that is to build a house on, correct? Is that not
the goal?

Wolff

I have no plans in front of me of a house. I can’t see that. I have no visibility to
that.

S. Paddock

Okay. But is that not something you would take into consideration?

Wolff

Well, I think it is because you voiced a concern about drainage.

S. Paddock

Right.

Wolff

And, I think we can logically follow the thought that if you sell this you are
going to put a house on it, but I don’t know where the house is going to go.

S. Paddock

Me either.

Wolff

It’s difficult, you asked for plans, and it’s difficult to address plans when I don’t
have a specific house in front of me. And, I don’t expect Mrs. Pabst to build a
house there, or have someone develop a house, or plan a house there for us.
That’s not a reasonable ask.

S. Paddock

Correct. But you asked for her at the last meeting to work with us to try to find a
solution to drainage in case that did happen. That was what you said to her, not
me. You suggested that she work with us to try to find a solution when it was
developed.

Wolff

And, it sounds, from what I have in front of me, is that she had conversations
with you and other neighbors.

S. Paddock

No. She talked to the Boone County, she talked to the Boone County resources.

Wolff

Let me rephrase that. I think what she said was she had the Boone County
resources talk to you.
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S. Paddock

Correct. But, they didn’t do anything. They just said she called and said we had a
drainage problem.

Wolff

So, I do have some results of those studies in front of me. Have you seen those?

S. Paddock

Yes.

Wolff

Okay. So, they did do something.

S. Paddock

Well, yes. Sure. They printed out the topo from all around us. I mean, but they
didn’t say, you know, here is a solution. Here is what something you could do.
You could add some kind of landscaping or some kind of, you know, there was
no, I mean, we understand what’s already there. We already had maps. I’m not
exactly sure, I mean, this was just an exercise in futility then. We just went
through the motions for the same results as we had before, which is no solution.
No suggestion.

Jones

Can I suggest an alternative view of this?

Wolff

Absolutely.

Jones

So, if this lot was 4.1 acres, and you’re dividing it into two 2.05-acre lots, we
wouldn’t be having this conversation at all. Correct?

Wolff

Correct.

Jones

But, go ahead. Walk up and ask the question and state your name and address.

J. Paddock

My name is Jim Paddock. 8164 East 550 South. Are you making a hypothetical
example because we done that at the last meeting and it doesn’t pertain to this.
Because I would still be here.

Jones

No, I’m going to follow through with what we discussed at the last meeting.

J. Paddock

Okay.

Jones

And, the last meeting what we discussed is that there is a request for a variance to
create a 1.83-acre lot.

J. Paddock

Correct.

Jones

Once you step up and are asking for a variance, I do not think it’s unreasonable
to ask that there is some sort of plan put together to identify and deal with an
identified problem. And, the problem that keeps coming up is that there is a longterm drainage issue in the back part of this property. Your statement and your
desire to impose the correction of that upon the Town of Zionsville isn’t really
what I consider equitable for the ask. If you want to get a variance, assemble a
plan that addresses the Paddock’s issue, and it will be a commitment that will run
with the parcel that you are attempting to create. If you don’t want to do that,
pick your path. But, last meeting, that is what we asked for, and going out and
talking to our, you know, getting approval for a septic field, is not drainage. The
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information you provided us, it’s nice, but it isn’t a fix. It isn’t a fix that equates
to something that will solve an issue that we can all see potentially happening.
Pabst

Can I come up?

Wolff

I’ll have you back up. Hold your thought for one second. I’ll have you back up.
Do you have any other questions for remonstrators?

Jones

No.

Wolff

Mr. Paddock, do you have anything else?

J. Paddock

All I was going to add, it wasn’t, they didn’t come to me to talk about this to try
to work this thing out. And, I’m not talking about just the corner.

Wolff

Who didn’t come to you?

J. Paddock

The Pabsts. They were supposed to come with us, or come with me and work this
thing out.

Wolff

Did the - -

J. Paddock

--that was just the County and the U.S. She called them. So, not me. I didn’t set
that up. She did. But, I want to address one thing too. We’re talking about the
east whole side of that property. Not just a corner. Not just drainage that comes
from up north, because I have addressed all that. We’re talking about just
drainage that’s happening on the east side. So, you know, we keep talking about
what’s behind me and all this, has nothing to do with this issue. Okay? So, I just
wanted to bring that up.

Wolff

Okay. Thank you. Are there any other remonstrators who would like to speak
tonight? I will have you guys back up. Please come forward and state your name
and address for the record.

Stark

My name is James Stark, 5395 South 800 East. We adjoin that property and have
for years to the north, and that corner down there where she said the we
encroached and built kind of a dry dam with a tube through it to slow that flow of
the water down, coming from the north. But, all I want to say is that 2-acre lot
that she is wanting to have, about two-thirds of that, and clear up to the north on
the Paddock property, that all drains down to that corner, and that is swampy wet.
It’s what I call a seep. And, so it’s wet all the time back there. So, to be able to
put a septic system in that area, if you are going to do that, seems a little bit
difficult because it’s going to stay pretty wet. I want to say that your rules say
that it’s 2 acres for a lot. I think the easy solution to that is to just kinda hold up
to that, boys, and just, if it’s going to be 2 acres to let’s just do it that way. Thank
you.

Wolff

Thank you, Mr. Stark. And, I would add to your comment, again, I don’t have a
septic plan in front of me to approve, so I’m not overly concerned about that, but
your point about sticking to the 2-acre lot limit is noted. Any other remonstrators
here tonight? Seeing none, Mrs. Pabst, will you come back up? So, it sounds like
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your neighbors still have concerns about some of the drainage issues, things
headed, water headed their way, and it sounds like it is happening currently, and I
think they feel that a house would make that problem worse.
Pabst

Having said that, I understand their concerns, and I did try to meet with them, as
well. And, I was at both meetings that Angela came to. Angela also offered to
come out - -

Wolff

--Who is Angela?

Pabst

Angela is from the Department of Agriculture resources that you have, one of
these studies on. She said that she would come out and work with whoever was
building a home there, or whatever was going to be built there, and work with
them on the elevation of the property, and to work on alleviating any drainage
issues. Now, I want you to understand, I walked that property after the rain, and I
walked back there. I have photographs on my phone of very little standing water
back there. I was able to walk back there on my property without sinking into any
mud or anything, but the front of my property, which I will be now addressing,
and I’m sorry that Mr. Jones doesn’t think that this should be part of the drainage
issue, but I will be addressing an issue about my drainage in my front yard
because my front yard is soaking wet, and like a lake, because Stark’s property
comes to mine. The people, all of them, come into the big thing in the front of my
property. So, it all stands in my property if it overflows. So, I’m going to be very
diligent in trying to make sure there are no drainage issues and to also correct
mine. And, I do intend to be in the home, and I don’t know why I keep being told
that I’m not. But, I am. So, yes, I know you don’t care about that.

Wolff

Staying in my lane here.

Pabst

Yes. Do you have any other questions?

Wolff

I turn to the group.

Jones

Well, it’s not a question. It’s just a statement. You know, and the statement is,
and I’m sure your friend can address this.

Roberts

This is just a brief statement. Let’s say this room right here that we have here,
two-thirds of this property is on a hill, and at a 9-foot slope, I’m 6’2”. If you were
to stand down at the creek, down at the bottom, water runs downhill. But you
only got one-third of the property going towards them. We’re cutting two
structures down, and the rest of it runs downhill. Now, you know, Archimedes
will tell you, water seeks its level. It’s only common sense. That’s all I gotta say.

Pabst

Well, I would also like to say that I am not the highest elevation here. The Stark
property is, and the property to the west of me is at a higher elevation. So, it’s
coming off of their properties, as well. It’s not just coming off of my property.

Wolff

Certainly. But, I think the chance we had last time was that - -

Pabst

--And, I have diligently tried to address it. I have done, I contacted anybody and
everybody that I could contact to try to work with trying to fix problem, and I
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don’t intend to stop. I will make sure that it gets taken care of. I am, I want to be
neighborly, but I do feel like the 2 acres, it stands on its own. I mean, the 1.83 is
basically really what I’m asking for here, is for the home to be on the 1.83, and
all of that runs down to my front yard, just so you know.
Wolff

Thank you.

Pabst

Thank you.

Wolff

Wayne, can we have the staff report?

DeLong

Thank you. As shared in the January meeting, staff is supportive of the petition
seeking the request that’s in front of you this evening related to the lot size. The
lot size as requested and as indicated in the petitioner’s packet is an area that is
comprised of a variety of lot sizes. With that in mind, staff, much like with any
other petition, be it lot coverage or lot size, we are looking for compatibility in
comparison to lots in proximity to the subject site, and the 1.83 acres is a lot that
is size that is found in the area, with some being larger and some being smaller.

Wolff

Thank you, Wayne. Discussion amongst the group?

Evinger

Since there is nothing proposed to be built on the lot at this time, it does seem
like it would be a very difficult challenge to try to put in some kind of a plan
without knowing what’s going to be there. If we were inclined to approve this
motion tonight, is there anything other than the building code itself in going
between all the different Boards at the time something would be constructed that
we could add to as a commitment at this time, short of an engineering plan?

Jones

There is a very simple fix. The petitioner needs to hire an engineering firm and
given a 2-acre lot we know how much hardscape they could put on it, they can do
the drainage calculations and they can make a commitment to put in the fix. And,
if they choose to have that address this property and their 1.83-acre, however
they want to do it, it’s fine, but at that point, there would be a commitment tied to
the property that would bind the current owners, the future owners and would
provide a fix for the known issue. And, if the petitioners do not wish to do that,
that is their right, but they are asking us for a variance.

Mundy

If I could ask our drainage expert a question. Larry, that fix, I guess it seems to
me that the fix may actually include more property than that 3.83 acres. That
may, since water does flow downhill, the fix might be on the property to the east
in order to get water out of there, so I guess I would add to that that I don’t see a
flaw with your argument there, but it may also involve that the neighbors be part
of the fix.

Jones

Yes. They may need to be. But, that would be, once again, the petitioner is
seeking to partition off a piece of property for value, for financial renumeration,
and there is no reason to expect to be provided the variance to do that, which is to
leave the remaining property on 1.83 acres. They need to sit down and come to
terms with the adjoining property owners to put together something that will run
with the property, and you’ve got the history, you’ve got the plans, you’ve got
80% of the work done. You just gotta make the commitment to spend the money,
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put the plan together, get everybody to approve it, and then put it together as
commitment. I’m sorry to say this, I’ve done this decades ago. Now much larger
estates, much larger homes, but basically a private individual who rebuilt a
regulated drain across his property and tied in the adjoining neighborhoods. And
everybody was happy.
Wolff

Mr. Jones. In that scenario, or in this particular scenario, I’m more concerned
about, what does that plan look like? Does that include where the house would be
located?

Jones

Once again, you can, with a 2-acre parcel, there is generally going to be some
parameters that they can set out to what would be the building pad, if you want to
call it that. You know, where the driveway is going to go. Basically, what you’re
talking about is taking a portion of the land across the east side of this, dedicating
what 10 or 20 feet to be a drainage easement. Probably have to put in some pipe.
Do a little calculation. It’s not that difficult. But you have to be willing to hire the
engineering and commit to it, and in exchange, that gives the neighbors
something to approve, and accept, and it gives something that a fix can be put in
place, and it can be enforced. And, it doesn’t get enforced just by assuming the
Town of Zionsville is going to make, you know - -

Pabst

I want to correct, I never said anything about the Town of Zionsville. But, I do
want to say that Mr. Paddock did say that he hardly has no drainage problems in
that area. He currently has no drainage problems. So, I’m not sure what I would
be fixing until a house was put there. That’s what I’m trying to say.
[Inaudible] 42:51

Jones

Can I speak?

Wolff

One second. Sorry. I want to finish with you real quick. So, Larry, your concern
is when we look at our burden of proof here, the use and the value of the area
adjacent to the property, including the variance, will not be affected in a
substantially adverse manner. You think granting this variance would violate
that?

Jones

Correct. Granting the variance - -

Wolff

--In your mind, the petitioner has not solved that problem?

Jones

Correct. Well, we have remonstrators.

Wolff

We may always have remonstrators.

Jones

Correct. But, we do not have any proposal that solves the issue the granting of
the variance could create.

Wolff

So, we’ve done research. We have a better understanding of the issue.

Jones

Correct.
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Wolff

We don’t have a proposal to address the fact that we may substantially affect the
neighbors’ property.

Jones

Correct.

Wolff

Mr. Paddock.

J. Paddock

I just wanted to say that it was mentioned I didn’t have a problem. The reason I
didn’t have a problem with the north of me was because I fixed that problem. Is
all I’m trying to address. They’re making it seem like I didn’t have a problem
with the east property line. I just want to make sure that’s on the record. If you
build a house or a structure or do anything different, that problem will be worse.
I’m okay with what I got. I’m dealing with it, on the east side. When they came
out to talk to me, they mentioned, in the paper, that I didn’t have a problem. I
don’t have a problem with the drainage in the back. And that’s why she sent them
to me, thinking I had a problem back there. I got that addressed.

Wolff

Mr. Paddock. I’m not worried about that.

J. Paddock

I know you’re not. But when things get brought up, I just want it to be on the
record what’s clear or not clear, so we don’t go back in history and go, well this
wasn’t mentioned. This wasn’t agreed to.

Wolff

Thank you.

J. Paddock

I just wanted to clear them up where the property line is and where the problems
are.

Wolff

Thank you.

J. Paddock

Okay. That’s all I wanted.

Wolff

Mr. Paddock, before you wander off, I have a couple thoughts for you. So, you’re
still of the opinion that granting this variance will adversely affect your property?

J. Paddock

It definitely will. Yes.

Wolff

Okay. If the petitioner were to come up with a more specific plan that included
how they would address, we have now identified that there is a water issue. We
know where the elevations are. We know where the water should be going, in
theory. Water has a mind of its own. If the petitioner were to get a more specific
plan that actually addressed the issue itself. For example, to Mr. Jones’ point,
adding pipe or drainage, would that alleviate your concerns that this is adversely
affecting your property?

J. Paddock

I guess you’re telling me that it would, yes.

Jones

Well, no.

J. Paddock

Because, all I’m saying is, I don’t want any more issues with my property. And,
whatever they do on that property, I don’t want any more issues. So, I guess if
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they come up with a proposal, what’s going to happen, if something ever happens
on that property, I’d like to be aware of it. Yes. And, then we could probably
work something out.
Jones

There’s no guarantees, but there are civil engineers that could - -

J. Paddock

There’s no guarantees. I’m finding that out to the north of me. You guys got all
that property in there - -

Jones

--Go through the area and put together a plan that should generally solve the
issue, the creation of an easement, doesn’t affect anything.

J. Paddock

That is correct.

Jones

It’s going to be in the side yard, and it’s not a buildable area anyways, but I’m
assuming if they brought to you some sort of stamped engineered drawing
saying, hey, we’ve hired these people and they have come out and looked at this
area and they said if we do this, it should resolve that, then by rights you should
be happy.

J. Paddock

I guess you’re saying that that’s what will make it work.

Jones

Well, at that point - -

J. Paddock

You’re trying to get me to agree to anything, but I’m saying, I think that’s the
problem we’re having.

Jones

I’m not trying to get you to agree to anything, what I’m trying to do is get the
Pabsts to understand that there are professionals out there who can put together
plans that can be presented to you and the neighbors, and based on their
professional credentials they can most likely say yes…

J. Paddock

That’s the right direction.

Jones

…This should resolve what we see going on.

J. Paddock

That’s the right direction. Correct.

Wolff

Okay. Let’s get this back on task.

Jones

All right.

Kremp

Can I ask just some follow-up questions?

Wolff

Absolutely. Yes.

Kremp

So, the grant of the variance, having an adverse impact on you. If the property, if
the 2-acre property is never developed, would the granting of that variance ever
have any adverse effect?
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J. Paddock

If something is in agreement on drainage, I don’t care what they do on that
property. So, if you just make it a pasture with a bunch of cattle on it, we got a
drainage problem. So, I want whatever happens because you’re giving somebody
a variance for less than 2 acres, and we can go to the past, and we’ve built houses
on an acre in the past, but that’s not what is zoned today. It’s 2 acres. You made
people all around me go 2 acres. I understand that. So, I just want to get kind of
an agreement what’s going on with the drainage so I don’t have any more
drainage problems. So, we’re wanting to give a variance, but not worry about
what they're building on the 2 acres. I understand that. But, I am not agreeing to
anything, and you know, and I’m not for anything until I know what’s going on
so I don’t have to pay even more money to fix what I’m fixing. I moved out there
with water going through that property. I don’t want any more.

Kremp

But you agree it will be the act of actually developing the property that has the
impact on you?

J. Paddock

Well, I know what’s going to happen, but you say you don’t really care right
now.

Kremp

But that’s the assumption.

J. Paddock

So, yes, it’s going to impact that property. You know, I’m a betting man like
anybody. I know what’s going to happen on that property.

Wolff

Thank you, Mr. Paddock. Will you come back up? So, Mrs. Pabst, I see this
going, are there any questions for the petitioner right now?

Mundy

I guess leaving the last meeting, I assumed you were going to have an
engineering company come out and look at potential effects and solutions, so is
there a reason you didn’t do that?

Pabst

I was not aware that’s what I was told to do. I actually had talked to Wayne, and
he said to contact some of the different departments with the city and the state to
talk to them about the drainage, and Angela came out with Natural Resources,
and came out and she said she would also work with whomever in the future
when that property is developed, that they would not do hypotheticals on it
because it was just impossible to do. That people would change the grade of the
land. Lots of things can happen. They want to put a basement in. I mean, there is
just a lot of variables there, and I don’t feel like I could do an engineering study
with my neighbors because, to be honest with you, I tried to meet with them. I
did contact them, and I did go to both meetings, and I got resistance. My situation
is that what if I was to put a pole barn there like all my other neighbors did. My
neighbors directly across from me have a pole barn. Mr, Paddock has a very large
barn or garage at the back of his property. My neighbors to the left of me have a
big pole barn, and the gentleman behind me, Mr. Stark, has two buildings behind
his property. I literally have a house and a garage, and I’m tearing down two
structures on the 2 acres. So, I’m a little perplexed as to the 2 acres is a legally
buildable piece of property, and I’m only asking for the 1.83 for the home to be
left on, and all of that falls to the front of my yard. So, I was not aware that I was
told that.
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Wolff

For us to grant a variance, we talked about this last time.

Pabst

Right. I understand that. I understand that.

Wolff

That those three - -

Pabst

--Right.

Wolff

Okay.

Pabst

But, I am wondering, what if I wanted to put a pole barn there? Do I just go get
the permitting for that, and put a pole barn up on that 2 acres?

Wolff

Well, the 2 acres doesn’t exist today.

Pabst

Well, I’m saying on my property.

Wolff

On the 3.83 acres, Wayne can walk you through it better than I could, but there
are some accessory structure limitations and things like that, but there are
opportunities to do that, yes.

Pabst

So, I mean, I’m saying that I can actually still build on that piece of property
now, and still not have to see a civil engineer, and I just don’t understand why I
would have to bring in a civil engineer for hypothetical. It just doesn’t make
good sense. I’m thinking, I mean, and especially when he has done all, you
know, taken all three properties and taken care of the drainage, the drainage
problem that currently exists. They would actually be fixing a hypothetical
drainage problem.

Wolff

Stay close.

Pabst

Okay.

Wolff

Larry, your thoughts on that last comment, which is an interesting comment.

Jones

That they could build a pole barn on it without permission, or without, they could
build a pole barn on that - -

Wolff

--an accessory structure.

Jones

An accessory structure on that as long as it meets the size requirements and blah,
blah, blah.

Wolff

Yes.

Jones

Sure.

Wolff

Which would - -

Jones

--Be permissible on a 3.83-acre site.
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Wolff

Yes.

Jones

They’d be limited to a certain size, but at that point, they probably wouldn’t be
adding a second driveway. They probably would not be adding additional hard
surface.

Wolff

Yes.

Jones

So, while the Paddocks may have some drainage issues up in that corner,
basically it wouldn’t probably have any real net effect. The issue is, like I said,
it’s, once again, I’ll say it one more time. There are engineering firms that you
can give the parameters of what you think might be built, and the driveway, and
they can create a drainage plan that might alleviate what existing problems are
out there, and at that point, they bring that forward to us with the commitments
and they sign, and the stamp, and if the Paddocks then, at that point, want to say,
well, we still don’t want it, at least at that point, we, as a Board in granting a
variance, have done our due diligence to alleviate a known issue so that the
petitioners can get the financial benefit of subdividing a piece of land that they
own.

Wolff

So, a more formalized, what is the term here? Engineering drawing?

Pabst

Well, I’m not sure why you keep referring to a financial benefit. My problem is
this, it’s 3.83 acres that I cannot personally take care of. I’m a single woman.
And, I financially cannot - -

Wolff

--Mrs. Pabst, I want to get this right back to the point here.

Pabst

All right.

Wolff

So, I think we have a couple opportunities. We can continue this, and be very
specific in what we’re asking for, or we can vote on this. I think you have an
inkling on where a few of the Board members feel currently if we voted on it. I
don’t want to speak for everybody, but you can probably infer some of that. If we
continue it, I think I’m going to defer to Mr. Jones and specifically what he is
asking for, which is a detailed plan with commitments addressing how you will
address the drainage issue.

Pabst

I’m still confused how I would address these drainage issues without knowing
what is being built on that property. I just don’t think that any engineer would do
that.

Jones

Mr. Rottmann is in the audience somewhere, aren’t you?

Pabst

And, my other issue would be - -

Jones

--Can I borrow you for a minute?

Wolff

Mr. Rottmann, would you please state your name and address for the record?

Jones

And professional qualifications.
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Rottmann

Todd Rottmann, address 320 West Hawthorne Street, President of Rottmann
Collier Architects, Chairman of the Zionsville Architectural Review Committee.

Jones

Okay. Is it an out-of-the-question question, didn’t make any sense, but, within
certain parameters, a person could propose a buildable lot area on a parcel of
land, an area for the septic field, identify what we would call a drainage
easement, and then have a civil engineer put together enough of a plan to
alleviate both the existing and potential drainage problems on a 2-acre site fairly
reasonably, fairly clearly, and then put together a drawing and a document that
then would be a commitment added to the property and move forward?

Rottmann

I definitely think that that is a possibility. That there could be some assumptions
made, which would probably limit the size of the house, or the amount of
hardscape, or impermeable area, and then drainage calculations could be run
upon a certain amount of impermeable area, and then solutions for drainage
issues that might be caused could be developed for that. Another route that I was
thinking about is we want to tie something, or you guys want to tie something to
this variance that is a commitment not knowing what’s going to be built there.
The commitment to the variance could be that a stamped and certified drainage
plan be part of the requirement for building permit so that it shows zero
additional runoff from the site with that design. But, that could be a commitment
that could be tied to it that would say, you know, who the registered engineer
would have to do the calculations and say that the runoff is no worse than now.
Or you could even put it that it’s 5% better or 10% better, or something.

Pabst

I think that seems like a more reasonable ask.

Wolff

Thank you very much. Let me go backwards. If we approve a variance tonight,
with what the second suggestion, or the first, Larry’s suggestion or the suggestion
that Mr. Rottmann brought up, could we tie a commitment to this property so
that if someone purchased the property, the commitment is on the property and
they couldn’t develop it without adhering to the commitment?

DeLong

That’s correct. And, certainly your lawyer can answer that much more eloquently
than I.

Wolff

I will refer to Mr. Chadd to sum that up.

Chadd

Sure. That’s what we do frequently.

Wolff

Okay. Larry, does that address some of your concerns?

Jones

What’s funny is as I was doing the research for the other items on the Docket
tonight, I was - -

Wolff

--There’s other items on the agenda tonight.

Jones

I know, I understand. And, I notice there was a house going up where we had this
same discussion about, and they actually did go out and get a civil engineer to put
together a plan for the drainage, and as I drove by it today, it appears that none of
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that has gone in. Now, maybe in the end, they’ll clean up and it will get shaped
up. It’s mid-construction. But, as to date, it doesn’t look like any of what we
discussed and asked them to do is going on. We have no way to enforce it, per se.
We don’t have any way to really track it, go find out about it. Hence, my
reluctance to create a verbal or written commitment attached to a piece of
property that kicks a known issue down the road. There is a fix. French drain,
some pipe, get some tile with a trench, maybe a 4-inch drain with some stone.
Could be a 6-inch perforated tile. But, there is a way to put together a plan that
fixes the known issues in that, and gets it in place so that there is a commitment.
There is a drainage easement. The drainage easement created along the side of
the property, it is known from the time the property gets sold, it alleviates the
issue, and we are done.
Evinger

May I just make a comment?

Wolff

You may.

Evinger

The property that you’re referring to actually came before us with an actual plan
for the house, and had met with the Street Department to be able to address the
drainage issues. In that case, we had a known quantity. We knew that there was
going to be a house. We knew the size and we knew what was going on in that
area. Here we know that there is, you know, drainage issues. We don’t know that
this property is necessarily contributory by itself, in and of itself, and to come up
with an engineering plan that is hypothetical that could change the future is a
little bit, I don’t, know the best interest necessarily. I think it’s better, as Mr.
Rottmann had said, to come up with having a commitment that at the time of
pulling a building permit that there would be a drainage plan with the civil
engineer that would address any drainage issues, that that structure at that time
would create, because again, the structure, it could either not be developed on
that 2 acres; it could have a potential house; it may be some other structure
altogether, if a neighbor buys it and wants to put a pole barn, or something else
on it for their own use. So, I think that at this point, I think we do need to just
look at this as having an engineering commitment at the time of development.

Mundy

I agree.

Wolff

Thank you.

Mundy

I think that doing it that way would accommodate for whatever is planned to be
built, and would fit the need.

Pabst

Okay. I feel like that is fair. Thank you.

Wolff

One last question, if we were to approve the variance with that commitment, that
would tie it to the property, that would say, are you amenable to what we have
been discussing this last couple minutes?

Pabst

Yes.
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Wolff

Then we would tie it to the property saying that an engineering study will need to
be done with any development plan or any building plan, building permit, that
would not only address the water issue, but improve the water drainage issue?

Pabst

Yes. Yes.

Wolff

Okay. Thank you. Any further discussion for the group?

Evinger

Just one more. And this commitment would be recorded so that it would run with
the land to Larry’s point. Correct?

Wolff

Yes. Correct?

Kremp

It would have a mechanism once this has been satisfied that it is released to
record, right. That we just, once, if they develop.

Chadd

I think that’s part of the standard language, I believe.

Wolff

So, if the building permit is issued, okay. Mr. Paddock. Sounds like, it looks like
you have something else to say.

J. Paddock

I just gotta keep adding to this stuff that gets twisted around. We agreed to some
stuff that happened in ’07 and ’08 on the buildings behind us, and we had to go
through this whole crap again in 2012, and for some reason, minutes weren’t
recorded. Some got lost. We had to start all over, and they did something totally
different behind us, and we had it all worked out. So, we get a lawyer involved,
and gets us agreed, and gets voted on, whatever happens, and then they go trying
to get a permit on this, I’ve got to get a lawyer to fight it, because that’s not what
we agreed upon. And, then when I gotta come in here and say, “Hey, what’s in
the minutes? What was agreed upon?” Well, I don’t know. That was 6-7 years
ago. Because, hypothetically, we don’t know what’s going in on this property,
and when, or if any. Correct? So, you’re trying to hold her to standards, and you
guys vote, and whatever happens, and there is a lawyer that says that’s agreeable.
And I got to fight it 10 years from now where I have to hire a lawyer to say that’s
not what was agreed upon, and I have no proof of that. So, I just want to get that
stated. Okay.

Wolff

Further discussion.

Jones

Hence my preference for the plan, and the design and the commitment on the
front end, not, I understand what you’re saying. You know, you should be able to
make a commitment that it runs with the land for something to be done in the
future. My preference is, you fix the problem now.

Evinger

How do you fix something that you don’t know what the issue is going to be until
it’s actually built?

Jones

Because there is a known site. There is a buildable area. There is certain
parameters, you know, on a 2-acre site, you cannot build a 1-acre house. So, the
house will be somewhere under, whatever. There is the ability to actually put
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together a reasonable set of assumptions for what could be developed on the site,
that addresses the existing draining conditions.
S. Paddock

If I may, I’m sorry, Mr. DeLong. I don’t have a problem with either direction that
you decide to go in as long as there is something also that runs with the deed that
says who will enforce this when it’s to happen. Who will check, police it, and
who will pay any cost or expense? Do we come back to the Town of Zionsville
then? Or Boone County? Are we calling the Ag Department saying we now have
a drainage problem? I can’t mow part of my property, part of the year, when it’s
tore up because we are going to have to redo another drainage tile. Seriously, I’m
not, I’m really, I don’t have a problem with Mrs. Pabst. I don’t know her. I’m
sure she is a fine person. I don’t have a problem with her selling the property and
making a profit. I don’t have a problem with her building a house. I don’t care if
she lives there and has cattle. It’s your property. I’m fine with that. I don’t have
any interest. I just don’t want it to cause, seriously, right now, along my
driveway, there is water standing in my driveway that runs, because it is
downhill. The whole east side of our driveway.

Wolff

Thank you. I understand there is a drainage issue.

S. Paddock

I understand that. So, my question is, what is –

Wolff

Your question is, what is the enforcement mechanism?

S. Paddock

How do we make sure that the next person, if it ever happens, our hypothetical
person. Who is the hypothetical police that check on this that make sure it’s done,
and enforce that it’s done?

Wolff

Thank you, Mrs. Paddock. I understand your question. Wayne, could you?

DeLong

Well, I want to explore a couple different points. But first, Mrs. Paddock’s
comments about who enforces commitments. Commitments, the language in the
form document that this Board routinely uses has trip wires in it that the Town
has enforcement abilities, as well as the adjoiners who receive notice. So, that’s
how the standard form works, so it could be 2 years, 7 years, or 2 months until a
petition is filed to build or a permit is sought to build a home. So, let’s just kind
of reflect a minute on a couple different petitions that you’ve had over the years
where you have had similar issues like this. So, thinking about the petitioner, or
the matter that you’re both aware of, Ms. Evinger, Mr. Jones, that things are
happening that people aren’t following through. Which one is that? The property
that’s being improved where whatever was committed to wasn’t being done.

Evinger

Well, I don’t know that nothing is being done. I just know that we had one
particular home that came before us that was in the Village.

DeLong

Right, so the one on 3rd Street. Okay. So, that 3rd Street project has had
numerous touch points, if you will, with the Town related to permanent drains
will impact development features that are being put in there. That project, as Mr.
Jones pointed out, had a quantifiable conversation, worked strongly with the
Street and Storm Water Department and provided that data, that drainage study
that was reviewed by this Board. So, that was one outcome where you had very
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specific data that you could work from. Another project that you worked on, on
Academy Drive, I believe it was, where you set a dollar amount, $1000. Again,
you were approached with a project that had a set data amount that you could
quantify and you set a dollar amount that the petitioner would invest into
working with the neighbors within a certain period of time, and focusing on an
outcome. And, that actually ended in a reasonable outcome that was positive for
everyone. In other projects you’ve set areas where a home could be built or not
built, positively influencing the outcome of drainage. There has been discussion
tonight that the water sheds two-thirds one way and one-third another way. I
mean, you don’t have that information quantified by a P.E. or an engineer, but it
can be determined by the topo. So, you know, a couple different tools. Staff is
certainly not objecting to a commitment executed to encourage that conversation.
It certainly doesn’t sound like it creates, it doesn’t answer the questions that folks
are looking for. You know, the drainage study could be just a simple water shed
study, you know, someone coming up with some parameters like Mr. Jones is
suggesting, we’re saying maximum scenario that could be improved on the
property to generate some numbers. Certainly state law calls out that water is the
common enemy, and water is, no property is allowed to discharge more than it’s
discharging today. So, that’s an outcome that’s going to be achieved no matter
what by Indiana law, to the best of my understanding. In summary, staff is happy
and obliged to facilitate anything that you come up with, but certainly some
effort to quantify some things now on the front end, while it might have more
cost and take a little bit more time, I think it would have a better outcome in the
long run.
Wolff

Mr. Rottmann, do you have some color to add to this?

Rottmann

Just a little bit. I am an outsider on this project, so there is a lot of he said, she
said about drainage issues and problems, and honestly, I can’t keep track of it,
and I don’t think anybody has quantified it, so I think kind of what Larry was
getting at, and that I support, is that if an engineer went out now, and actually did
a drainage calculation on the property as it is now, we would know of there even
was a problem related to the property, where right now, it’s just he said, she said.
So, maybe they don’t have to design a house on it, but they can at least tell us
what’s going on now so that when we talk about if a house goes up there, we’ll
know would it really cause more problems. Is there potential for issues with that.
So, I think that’s kind of what Wayne was getting at a little bit too is, engage an
engineer now to determine what is happening with the property so you really
understand what we’re talking about. That’s all.

Wolff

Thank you. Any other discussion? Mr. Jones, would you like to make a motion to
continue this with an engineering study?

Jones

I would make a motion that we continue this Docket # 2018-46-DSV, to allow
the petitioner the opportunity to meet and bring us, if they so choose, bring us a
proposal for a engineered solution to the issues that appear to exist.

Wolff

Is there a second?

Mundy

I’d like some clarification. I’m not sure exactly what - -
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Jones

--What are we continuing? We are continuing to give the petitioner an
opportunity to put together a more formalized plan to fix, or a solution to the
issue.

Wolff

I’m going to turn to our counsel to make sure I have this correct, but I believe we
have a problem with the use and value of the area adjacent to the property
included in the variance will not be affected in a substantially adverse manner.
We don’t have a way, what you’re suggesting is that we don’t have a way to
address that right now without a more specific engineering study that shows what
the drainage currently is and what we can do, what the plan is to do to address
that issue.

Jones

Correct.

Wolff

And, so what your suggestion is, let’s continue that and get that study completed
so that we can have that information.

Jones

We will offer the petitioner the opportunity to continue this Docket so that if they
choose, they can proceed to provide that information, meet with their neighbors,
do whatever. So, it’s an opportunity to continue. And, if they chose not to do it,
and come back next month, then at that point, we can make a motion to deny if
we so choose.

Kremp

If they wanted to proceed to a vote this evening, I mean, does the petitioner have
the right to do that at this point?

Chadd

I’m not sure what motion Mr. Jones just made, whether to continue this or - -

Jones

I understand. The motion that I should be making is a motion to continue this
until whatever the next BZA meeting.

Chadd

So, we need to act on that. The Board can do that if it so desires.

Jones

Correct.

Kremp

But, I guess my question was, if the petitioner would rather have a vote this
evening on the petition as it stands.

Chadd

If Mr. Jones makes a motion to continue, and it gets a second, you need to act on
that.

Jones

Okay.

Chadd

And, depending on how that goes, I guess, it would be your next step.

Jones

So, I will make a motion to continue to the next Board of Zoning Appeals
meeting the petition known as # 2018-46-DSV, for the property located at 8090
East 550 South to the next meeting on April 9.

Wolff

Is there a second for that motion?
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Mundy

That motion was merely made. The petitioner can do whatever they like.

Jones

Correct.

Mundy

I guess I want it to be specific so the petitioner understands what it is we would
expect before we would listen to this again, which is the drainage issue. And I,
you know, at this point, I think we do have a question about the point B of the
three that we need to consider, and the only evidence we have comes from
remonstrators who have adequately described the problem, which may or may
not be affected by a new residence, or a new structure there. So, I’ll second the
motion.

Wolff

Thank you. All those in favor, please say aye.

All

Aye.

Wolff

Those opposed?
[No response.]

Wolff

Motion carries.

Jones

So, Mrs. Pabst, do you understand what the request is?

Pabst

Yes.

[Start of audio file #2]
Braun

Looking for a petition of lot coverage, variance of lot coverage. The plan is, my
wife and I are going to remove the existing structure at 805 West Pine Street, and
build a new house there. The new house would have a coverage of 5,186 square
foot, which would put us at a lot coverage of 46.12%. I think a couple of the
things to note on this is the existing property currently has a 40.5% lot coverage,
and if you take into account hardscapes, then the existing property would have a
48% lot coverage, and our new property would actually reduce the lot coverage
there by 3%.

Wolff

Thank you, Mr. Braun. Are there any questions for the petitioner?

Evinger

Do we have drainage issues on Pine Street?

Wolff

I hope not. It’s going down.

Braun

If we do I might just walk out the door.

Wolff

I’ll be right behind you. Are there any questions for the petitioner? Seeing none,
are there any remonstrators here tonight? Thank you. Please come forward and
state your name and address for the record.

Zelonis

Sally Zelonis, 40 South 3rd Street, here in Zionsville.
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Wolff

Sally. Can you say your last name slowly for me?

Zelonis

Zelonis.

Wolff

Zelonis. Thank you.

Zelonis

I actually don’t know Mr. Braun. I live in the Village. I have spoken to this group
before, and I have noticed on the agenda there are actually three properties,
excluding the one that you just dealt with, but three that are in the Village
requesting a variance from 43% to 45% to 46%. When the property that you
mentioned on North 3rd Street, in the last discussion, I spoke against that. You
may remember. You may not. I think you said tonight there are rules and you
have them and there are guidelines and I have looked through the staff
recommendation on all three of these properties. I understand completely what
they’re asking for, and I can totally understand in this instance, you know, that
the current property has 40% taken, but I guess my point is that the Village is the
way the Village is. There are all kinds of lots and percentages, but we’re taking
up more and more of that green space, and I object to that. And, I just wonder,
what are the requirements for if we are not going to meet them, and I know, and I
haven’t been able to check in the planning office, there is a new house, it was
tear-down, a demolition in the Village, right in front of the library. And, I forget
the street name because I walk it all the time and I don’t need to know the
names, but it seems to me that there wasn’t a variance requested for that new
house that is going in there. The foundation has been laid. I saw the block today.
So, people are building new houses and they are conforming to the requirements
and not exceeding them, and the house on North 3rd Street, that house takes up
so much of that lot. And, yes, I was here. They brought in all these folks to talk
about drainage and everything, and we told you, neighbors told you, that’s the
wettest spot on the street. And, I mean, they’ve got a pump running out of that
basement now constantly. I guess, the whole point that I’m trying to make, and
it’s not specifically these properties, but we have regulations and I think we need
to follow them. And, I understand that there are exceptions in the Village that
were done so long ago, but you did another variance for the property at the corner
of Fifth and Cedar, and to the point about thing being stated that you have to
require, when you issue the variance, you require them to do, that lovely house
that got divided into two lots had a wonderful gazebo. We have been in the
Village for 21, almost 22 years. Had a gazebo on it, and the owners promised that
they were going to put that back. Well, guess what. They’re gone. There is a new
house on that corner lot. It’s beautiful, don’t get me wrong, it’s beautiful. But,
that gazebo is nowhere to be found. There was a promise that was made. You
know, that was an historic structure. That was, you know, I walked by it. I drove
by it. People in town identified with that gazebo. If we keep doing that, then what
makes Zionsville special is not going to be Zionsville special.

Wolff

So, Ms. Zelonis, I’m going to kind of give a big picture and try to get it back
down to a little bit more narrow. We treat all these cases individually, and you’re
kind of giving us a kind of a broad spectrum.

Zelonis

Exactly.
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Wolff

And, so we do look at these individually. And, that’s important because no two
of them are exactly alike, and again, thank you for participating, also. I certainly
appreciate neighbor feedback. So, with that in mind, I want to talk about this one
right in front of us, right now.

Zelonis

Yes. Actually, I have read through it. I read through the staff recommendations,
and I agree. I think he is right. It’s actually going to be a smaller footprint. And, I
think the other part of that, though, is in the procedural part you have to do, and
those three questions that you have to do.

Wolff

Let’s talk about those.

Zelonis

Yes. What I’m saying is, there is nothing, unless you define morals, which I am
not quite sure how the definition of, the approval will not be injurious to the
public health, safety, morals and general welfare of the community.

Wolff

That doesn’t seem like it applies here.

Zelonis

Yes. But, what I’m saying is what takes into consideration green space? What
does? In my estimation, none of those do. So, my point to you is, can we fix that?

Wolff

I don’t think I can fix it tonight. Can’t fix the drainage issue, but I’m working
hard on it.

Zelonis

No, I know. That’s what I’m saying is that there are other things that I think
especially in the Village need to be taken into consideration.

Wolff

I agree with you. And, I also agree with you as a member of our community that
our Village is a special thing. And, I think we should do our best to make sure we
continue that legacy for years to come. With that in mind, I want to get back to
this petition, and these three requests. I think we both agree that the actual lot
coverage is going down, so that’s a good thing.

Zelonis

Yes.

Wolff

We’re making an improvement there. And, I don’t think this particular petition is
injurious to the public health, safety, morals and general welfare of the
community. I don’t think we have a problem there. And, I don’t think by adding
a new house, taking an old legacy house, and reducing it, I don’t think it’s going
to negatively affect the neighbors’ property values.

Zelonis

The only thing I would say there is, and to his credit, he hasn’t asked for a
variance in height or, you know, that we state that in other parts of the
comprehensive plan. I know that they’re bungalows in that area. And, I would
just hope that the design would be fitting with the area. We don’t ask that there.
We can’t require that there. But, at the same time, isn’t that what you want? I
would hope so.

Wolff

Certainly.
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Zelonis

I mean, we’ve allowed some other houses in the Village that you and I all know
are huge, too huge, and I should have been here to say something, and I didn’t. I
mean, you know, that’s my fault. But, you don’t want a towering house over the
neighbor next door.

Wolff

No, you certainly want something appropriate. Agreed.

Zelonis

Yes. And, we don’t require that in here.

Wolff

Yes. So, I do want to address the last one, which is the strict applications of terms
of the zoning ordinance will result in an unnecessary hardship in the use of the
property. Now, that’s an interesting question.

Zelonis

I think that’s a really difficult one.

Wolff

Yes. So, the way we looked at this, or the way I choose to look at this is, if you
look at a house built in 1920 that’s got two bedrooms and one bathroom.

Zelonis

Actually try 1880.

Wolff

Perfect. Even better. That doesn’t have modern fixtures, that doesn’t have
modern plumbing, electric, all those types of things. Without granting this
variance, it’s going to be very difficult for them to create a house that would meet
modern living standards, modern living expectations, and be consistent with the
quality of life that we expect here in Zionsville.

Zelonis

Right.

Wolff

So, that’s where I think that we, actually this particular petition, because we treat
all of them individually. I think it addresses these issues. I think they have met
those burdens on this particular one. And, again, I know you’re concerned about
green space, and this one actually is going down. So, I think that’s a good thing.

Zelonis

Yes. And, not this house, but the house on the corner of, or the property that was
divided on Fifth and Cedar, I was here that evening, and that - -

Wolff

- - Can’t get this one, though.

Zelonis

No, but what I’m saying is, the person who was petitioning, you know, said it
was a burden on them because they needed to divide the property so they’d have
the money to fix up the property they’re in. I have a hard time with that one. You
may not, but I have a hard time with that. You know, why did you buy the
property if you knew it had to be fixed up, but you couldn’t do it without the sale
of a substandard lot.

Wolff

We also do believe that people have personal property rights, or I shouldn’t say
that. I believe that people have personal property rights.

Zelonis

Right. I understand.
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Wolff

And, I do want to respect those. Thank you. Is there any questions for the
remonstrator?

Zelonis

Thanks for listening.

Wolff

Again, thank you for participating. No questions? Wayne, can we have the staff
report?

DeLong

Thank you. As indicated earlier this evening, staff is supportive of the petition as
filed. In this particular case, we took a little bit larger look at the overall site.
With the size of the existing driveway, it really draws your eye to the property
and really rose to something that we thought should be a part of the consideration
this evening with the removal of that driveway, the shrinking of the existing
driveway. It overall reduces the lot coverage that’s there today by a few
percentage points. Certainly on a case by case basis, that certainly is
advantageous, and with those thoughts in mind, staff is supportive of the petition
as filed and I’d be happy to answer any questions.

Wolff

Any questions for the staff? Thank you. Is there someone else who would like to
make a comment? I want to give everybody a chance.

Shafer

Randy Shafer. I live right next door to Mr. Braun’s proposal, and I’m on the west
side of his house, and I’m thrilled that he’s doing something to that house. The
only thing I just want to make sure of, again, I have learned a lot about drainage
tonight.

Wolff

You and me both.

Shafer

Probably more than I ever want to know, and I’ve built probably - -

Jones

-- I could talk some more if you’d like.

Shafer

I’ve built about 50 houses, and I’m a builder, and I’ve built about 50 house in the
Village of West Clay, so I know all about drainage, and so the only thing I would
want is to just make sure to keep the grade between our houses as it is now.
Because, my back yard is the lowest point of all four houses. I get everybody’s
water, and just hope the gutters would be routed appropriately like to, is that Pine
Street? Eighth and then out to Pine Street, and not on my property. Because there
is only going to be 11 feet between my house and his house. I think everything
else is fine.

Wolff

Great. Thank you.

Shafer

Yes.

Wolff

Mr. Braun, will you come back up?

Braun

Yes.

Wolff

So, I think it was Shafer, had a couple concerns. One is the grade of the property,
and do you have any plans for adjusting the grade, changing the grade?
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Braun

No. Grade is staying as it is.

Wolff

The grade stays as is. And, strangely enough, drainage is back. Where, do you
have any plans for the gutters and how those will be alleviated from the property?

Braun

We have not gotten that far into our design yet. Mr. Shafer and I have actually
talked about this, and I am willing to do everything I can and work with him to
make sure that the drainage is handled in a way that would not affect his
property.

Wolff

Thank you two for being good neighbors. Okay. Any other questions, comments
or concerns?

Evinger

Mr. Braun, just with the designing of your home, obviously it looks like you are
trying to stay in the conformity of what the Village aesthetic might be. Can you
speak just to your design quickly for the remonstrator?

Braun

It is a 2-story home, so it will stand a little taller than the houses on either side of
it, but it has that very traditional Zionsville home feel to it.

Wolff

And, there is no, as you understand the plans, there is no other variance request
for height?

Braun

That’s correct. This is the only variance request.

Wolff

Any other questions or concerns? Seeing none, I will entertain a motion.

Mundy

I move that Docket # 2019-02-DSV, design standards variance, in order to
provide for the construction of a new single-family dwelling with attached
garage, which will, one, exceed the required lot coverage of 35% to the 43.12%
as shown in the exhibit, in the residential Village zoning district for the property
located at 805 West Pine Street be approved as submitted.

Jones

Second.

Wolff

Is there a second? That was Mr. Jones.

Jones

Yes.

Wolff

Thank you. All those in favor, please say aye.

All

Aye.

Wolff

Those opposed?
[No response.]

Wolff

Motion carries. Good luck, Mr. Braun.

Braun

Thank you very much.
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Wolff

The next item on our Docket is # 2019-03-SE, for Gudenkauf, at 1002 East 100
North. Will the petitioner please come forward and state your name and address
for the record?

Kessler

Hi, I’m attorney Roger Kessler, and I am here with Dan Gudenkauf tonight, who
is the owner of the property, and we’re actually seeking two things this evening.
One is the special exception, which was just mentioned, and that is necessary
because Mr. Gudenkauf owns just a little over 11 acres, and he is in the
agricultural-zoned district up at 1002 East 100 North, and in the agriculturalzoned district you’re required to have 20 acres for a single-family home. He has
11, and so we are asking for a special exception to put a home and an outbuilding
on 11 acres versus 20.

Wolff

Thank you, and while you’re here, can we also go over the design standards
variance real quick, and we’ll talk about both of those, and then we’ll address
them individually up here?

Kessler

Okay. Good. That would be a great idea.

Wolff

I’m trying to make up some time.

Kessler

So, Mr. Gudenkauf is building a single-family home and an outbuilding. His
square footage of the outbuilding will exceed the square footage of the residence,
and so that’s why we need a variance. Mr. Gudenkauf and his wife are retiring.
She has lived in Zionsville for 10 years, and they want to make this their
retirement home. They don’t need a large home. It is fairly substantially-sized,
but it is not going to be bigger than the outbuilding. Mr. Gudenkauf has several
hobbies that he would like to use the outbuilding for, and I have also included
some numbers in there on calculations of the front elevation square footage from
the road. The properties will both be built as walk-outs, because the property
slopes down to a creek, and it has very good drainage. And, so that’s the reason
why he’s asking for the development standards variance, as well as the special
exception.

Wolff

Perfect. And, in our packets of information there are some renderings of the
proposed structures. Are those, to your understanding, accurate with both
dimensions as well as, it looked like they were brick siding.

Kessler

Yes. That’s almost completely brick, all four sides. The only thing is the sun
room.

Wolff

Perfect. Are there any questions for the petitioner?

Evinger

Are either of the structures built in the flood plain?

Kessler

No.

Wolff

Any additional questions for the petitioner?

Jones

Real quick, oh, I’m sorry.
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Evinger

Oh no, I was just going to ask one more. And, that’s with the outbuilding. I know
you mentioned there were hobbies. Is this also going to be something that’s
commercial, or is it just hobby?

Kessler

Oh, no. Absolutely not.

Evinger

Okay. Thank you.

Jones

As far as the garage with its two-story face on one side, on which side? Is that on
the north side, away from the street?

Kessler

Yes. The view from the front will be just the front of the home and the front of
the outbuilding, which it would just be a single-story from the street. The twostory part faces the north and the agriculturally-zoned area to the north.

Jones

You’ve got one of your site exhibits here, and there is two kinda yellow boxes
with an X in each, so which is the house and which is the outbuilding?

Kessler

The house would be the one on the left.

Jones

The one that sits back farther from the road?

Kessler

Yes.

Jones

Okay. And, I’m assuming there will be a driveway connecting all of it.

Kessler

Correct.

Kremp

Can I ask why there is a substantial distance between the two? Is it a topography
issue?

Kessler

No, it’s just they wanted some space.

Wolff

Any other questions? Thank you, Mr. Kessler. Is there anyone here tonight to
remonstrate? We have two petitions in front of us right now. One is the design
standards variance and one is the special exception. So, if anyone wants to speak
against or for those, please come forward. I don’t see anyone. Wayne, do you
have the staff report for us?

DeLong

Yes. I can first address the special exception. I want to just clarify a point or two.
With the special exception petitions, those are always up for consideration as
residential structures are permissible in the agricultural district, and certainly as
noted by the petitioner when the acreage is 20 or greater, the rights related to
those structures do change. But, since the parcel is less than 20, there is a
different level of consideration that needs to be given. Minimum lot size, I
believe in the ag area, is potentially less than 11, but certainly it’s a good-sized
piece of property. Your test, if you will, is this reducing agricultural land? And, is
this proposal compatible with the surrounding area? And, the piece of property
that’s in front of you this evening is not an agriculturally functioning piece of
ground per se, as tillable, you know, production. It’s serving other purposes,
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certainly, but the petition is not seeking to reduce, you know, productive land that
is in your community. Specific to the special exception, there is the right to farm
language, as well as the just, alert, if you will, to the proximity to the airport, to
which the property is located. The right to farm commitment is something that is
routinely executed when it comes to these types of petitions. Specific to the
variance request, the variance is requesting, you know, the size of the accessory
structure versus the primary, again, because we are back to the less than 20 acres
in size, and staff is certainly supportive of the petition. Rarely does a property
have the opportunity to host a two-story accessory building and provide a
subterranean component. Certainly that’s a very creative way to provide a little
additional accessory area, and support the petitioner’s interest, and move this
type of property into a more productive life. Again, staff is supportive of the two
petitions as filed, and I’d be happy to answer any questions.
Wolff

Thank you, Wayne. Any questions for Wayne?

Evinger

Has the petitioner agreed to the right to farm commitment?

Kessler

Absolutely.

Evinger

Okay.

Wolff

And, the petitioner is aware there is an airport somewhere nearby.

Kessler

Yes.

Wolff

Perfect. Any other comments, conversations, discussions, concerns? Seeing none,
I think what we should do is entertain these one at a time, and I think we should
start with Docket # 2019-03-SE, which is the special exception. I will entertain a
motion for that petition.

Jones

I’ll make a motion, I guess. I move that Docket # 2019-03-SE, special exception
petition in the agricultural district for the property located at 10002 East 100
North be approved based on the staff report and the proposed findings as
presented. If approved, it shall be required that the petitioner execute the right to
farm acknowledgement documentation.

Wolff

Thank you. Is there a second?

Evinger

Second.

Wolff

All those in favor, please say aye.

All

Aye.

Wolff

Those opposed?
[No response.]

Wolff

Motion carries. Let’s address the second petition in front of us, which is # 04DSV. I’ll entertain a motion for that.
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Kremp

I’ll make a motion.

Wolff

Thank you.

Kremp

I move that Docket #2019-04-DSV, design standards variance in order to provide
for the construction of a detached garage, which one exceeds the allowable
accessory square footage in the agricultural zoning district be approved based
upon the finding and based upon staff report and presentation.

Wolff

Thank you. Is there a second?

Evinger

Second.

Wolff

All those in favor, please say aye.

All

Aye.

Wolff

Those opposed?
[No response.]

Wolff

Motion carries. Thank you.

Kessler

Thank you.

Wolff

Next item on our agenda is Docket #2019-05-DSV, Dalberg for address 596
West Linden Street. Will the petitioner please come forward and state your name
and address for the record?

Rottmann

Todd Rottmann, address 320 West Hawthorne Street. With me tonight are
Deanna and Todd Dalberg, the homeowners. If you have any questions that I
can’t answer, they are available for that. We are asking for three variances this
evening. Two of them are front yard setbacks because this property is located on
a corner, and the third one is for lot coverage. I’ll address them one at a time,
fairly briefly.
The addition on the west side of the home along Sixth Street is a sun room, and
the average front yard setback along that street is 14 1/2 feet. But, if you look at
the exhibit, which is the area map, and on that we have identified the setbacks of
the homes along that street, and so our setback that we’re proposing actually
matches two of the three homes that are in that block. The one that is further back
that kinda sets the front yard setback further is the anomaly. The second variance
is for the front yard that curves along Linden Street. If you look at the site plan
that’s actually of this property only and of the house, you’ll notice that the
average front yard setback essentially bisects this property in half. That’s because
the other houses on this block, the properties are oriented north/south instead of
east/west, and so they’re a different type of orientation and not really reflective of
an influence on this property. We’re putting a new entryway on the house,
because there is just a recessed door there now, and then a front porch and then a
front walk-out to this street. So, we do need a front yard setback on that. But,
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once again, if you look at the area map that shows the surrounding area, you’ll
see that everybody across the street is either over the property line, or very close
to it. So, as far as a streetscape along Linden Street, we’re still further back than
half the houses on that street. The third variance is for lot coverage. And, I have a
couple of exhibits I’d like to pass out if I could.
Wolff

Certainly.

Jones

Is this the drainage plan?

Rottmann

Only engineered. So, according to the Town of Zionsville currently, if you have a
landscape bed that is mulch it doesn’t count against you as lot coverage. If you
have a landscaped bed that is landscape rock, it does count against you as lot
coverage. And, so the exhibit that I just handed out that is the drawing that I
created of the property itself with the various areas identified, if we count
landscape rock as lot coverage, then if we mulch those landscape rock areas, and
do this addition, we end up with 2% less coverage than we have today. So, it’s an
improvement on the property, this project. However, I have an issue with putting
mulch over landscape rock just because mulch isn’t considered lot coverage
when landscape rock is. So, what I would like to do is get the approval for the
45% lot coverage, which is what we noticed for and what we’re asking for today,
but to not have to put landscaped mulch over top of landscape rock in order to
accomplish that, and have on this particular lot the landscape rock not be
considered lot coverage or paving. I think typically people think of gravel as, you
know, driveways and gets compacted down and water runs off of it. But, in this
case, this landscaped rock was actually put in in the past couple of years because
of drainage problems in the Village that were causing a swamp basically between
the two houses. Nothing would grow. It was always wet. Nobody could use it.
So, they put in the landscaped rock with stepping stones as an effort to get the
water to soak in to the ground better than it did when it was soil and grass, and it
has eliminated the problem, and so there is now not any drainage problems
between this property and the neighbor because of the rock. I’d hate to cause new
ones by having to mulch that area, which the mulch would just get washed off
anyway.

Wolff

So, Mr. Rottmann, I think I want to try to understand that a little bit better. So, as
I look at this handout--

Rottmann

Yes.

Wolff

There are 190 square foot mulch bed, is that what we’re discussing?

Rottmann

Yes. So, we’re discussing the mulch bed to the north that’s 196 square feet, and
the mulch bed to the east, which is 186 square feet.

Wolff

Yes.

Rottmann

Those two mulch beds, they’re currently landscaped rock that was put in for
drainage.
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Wolff

Okay. So, I think what I heard, and I just want to make sure I’m clear on this. I
don’t think we have the privilege to consider that not hardscape. That’s going to
be, it is hardscape. That’s by definition. That’s a rule we can’t change, but what
we could do is use that, understand that it is landscaped rock, and it is pretty
close to a pervious, so we would have to approve the square footage at 45. Does
that make any sense what I just said?

Rottmann

So, if you approve 45% hardscape - -

Wolff

--That doesn’t include those two beds, correct?

Rottmann

No. It does not.

Wolff

Okay. So, I’m glad we talked.

Rottmann

To me, in a future hearing, I would love to get landscaped rock, which is 100%
permeable taken off the list of items that are considered paving or hardscape.
We’re talking about permeability, and this was put there because it is permeable.
I don’t want to see the homeowner suffer because of it. I mean, we can get the,
we can mulch them, and then they don’t count as hardscape, and then we’ve got
the 45% and we’re okay.

Wolff

Okay.

Rottmann

We don’t want to have to mulch them, which would cause more runoff problems,
because mulch is not as permeable as the landscape rock is.

Wolff

So, I can have this in front of me plainly. What is the current, without any, today,
what is the lot coverage? Percent?

Rottmann

If you count landscaped rock.

Wolff

We do.

Rottmann

47.

Wolff

47?

Rottmann

Yes.

Wolff

And, what are you proposing?

Rottmann

If we put mulch over it, we’re at 45.

Wolff

If we don’t put mulch over it, and we leave it what you’re suggesting.

Rottmann

Yes. I think you’re at 52.

Jones

Wayne, I’ve got a question for you. So, we’ve talked about, there is the hard
surface of the house, and then there is the hard surface that we count for
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sidewalks and walks, but I always thought that driveways didn’t get counted
towards.
DeLong

Correct. The driveways are removed from the lot coverage calculation.

Jones

Okay.

Rottmann

So, while I list the square feet of the driveway, it is not in any of the calculations,
nor is the front sidewalk. The reason I put it on here is to show that their
driveway is semi-permeable, it’s not paved.

Jones

But, then any areas that we have that, so, I’m wondering if we could call these
mulch beds, or these landscaped beds something else.

DeLong

Well, let me back up a step. What I want to send down, is the best resolution
aerial photograph that we could gather for this evening, and I don’t have it
labeled in any fashion. And, certainly to back up, as you know, staff is always
very supportive and encouraging of, you know, gravel and other surfaces being
used, and certainly would never want to calculate a landscape bed that somebody
casts gravel in and has no other functionality than simply a landscape bed. But, in
this particular case, you have a petition that has a 7-foot wide, for example,
graveled area that is functionally a walk-way, and certainly it’s also a landscape
bed, so the aerial photograph illustrates the, you know, it’s certainly a very nice
improvement on the north side of the house. We certainly fully recognize the
issues with the growth and the shadows of items, but you have, you know, gravel
that’s functioning very nicely, but it’s also functioning as a pathway, and so it’s
the challenge for staff to not include that in the calculation when it’s so plainly
visible on the site. It’s not something, of course, that jumps out at you with the
fencing and the screening. Again, it’s a very lovely setting, but staff cannot
ignore the presence.

Rottmann

We can pass this down.

Wolff

Yes, and here is another, you know how that - -

Rottmann

--The walkway is about 4 feet, and there is raised planter beds on one side and
landscaping on the other.

DeLong

So, I mean, as you evaluate petitions all very individually and uniquely, you have
a lot coverage situation that exists today, the gravel that’s, you know, functioning
how it is, but when it’s used in this fashion, in the past this has been considered
lot coverage. Petition on Linden Street a few years back is a petition I’m
referencing back to that had this exact same situation where they had flagstones
that was a walkway caught in the net, if you will, of lot coverage, but it is
somewhat complex conversation that we are here tonight advocating that mulch
is a better solution than what’s there today.

Evinger

Is the rock bed in the front of the house represented in the photo? It didn’t look
like it. It looked like that might be like a stoop or a step or something else rather
than a rock bed. I’m referring to this right here, in the photo. I identified this in
the photo.
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Rottmann

Oh, on the right-hand side. Yes, it’s a graveled area with stepping stones, as well.
It’s where the air conditioner is.

Evinger

Okay.

Jones

But, there is also some planting beds in there around those air conditioners?

Rottmann

Yes. I mean, it’s a fully landscaped design space, you know. It’s got a character
to it. It’s just that if they had put mulch down, it would have washed away and
not helped the problem.

Jones

So, I got a question. We make motions, or a motion. The issue is we don’t want
to set a precedent that we have just chosen to ignore something, that is called out
in our statutes. But, if in making the motion we do call it out, that we have got a
stone bed, or whatever, and that we’re not including it in these calculations, does
that help us with a work-around. In other words, we’ve identified in calling out
that we’re not counting it because it’s - -

DeLong

--In this particular case, I think considering a relationship of the home to the
north, which is the parent home for this particular block, and certainly that very
close relationship it has, and the limited sunlight that enters that little corridor, if
you will, I think those are very distinct characteristics that would define,
differentiate any action related to anything else that would come up.

Wolff

As we have discussed, all properties are unique. All petitions are unique. So, I’m
not overly worried about a precedent being set, because this is a unique case in
itself. With that being said, are there any other questions? We haven’t talked
about the side yard setbacks or anything else. Is there any other questions? The
side yard setbacks, it’s a challenging lot. It’s on the corner. I live on a corner lot
myself. I appreciate those challenges. Any other questions for the petitioner?

Rottmann

The last item was the other handout I gave where I list the impermeable area of
the surrounding properties, you know, we’re at 1938 and we’re by far the least
amount of impermeable in that block, and so I just wanted to show that example
that while some people, the driveway doesn’t count against them, half their
property is driveway. So, that property is actually contributing more, you know,
water runoff than we are, and so that’s the purpose of that exhibit, to show that
we’re actually better than the neighbors as far as contributing water runoff.

Wolff

So, what you did for this calculation was look at roof space, or property - -

Rottmann

All the property record cards, and site observations.

Wolff

The difference is, your driveway is permeable?

Rottmann

Correct.

Wolff

And, many of the other properties aren’t. So, what you’re trying to articulate is
the fact that you have - -
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Rottmann

--And, there’s lots of other improvements on those properties that don’t show up
in the property record cards, like some of the sheds and pads and paved walks
and things like that that people do without permits and I just want to make sure
we were showing that we aren’t outside of the norm for this area.

Wolff

Perfect.

Evinger

Wayne, if somebody wanted to come in, if this homeowner sold their home, and
somebody else came in after them and wanted to put in a concrete drive, do they
need to pull a permit?

DeLong

They would, only for the street cut. It would not, that’s the limit of the permit.
Certainly, the review would also look to confirm that the driveway is more than 5
feet from the property line, which is a requirement of zoning and that would be
something that would be caught during the application for the driveway cut.

Evinger

Just right now, we do have a lot of impermeable space, but should this home
trade at some point in the future and somebody wanted to put in more hardscape,
I’m just wondering how that would affect it.

DeLong

It would not. With driveways being exempt from the calculation.

Evinger

It still wouldn’t. That’s fine. Okay.

Rottmann

And, I did not put the driveway in these numbers, so it’s not helping or hurting it
at this time.

Wolff

Any other questions for the petitioner?

Kremp

Just so I can get oriented on it, but one question for Wayne. In looking at the
materials, there is a reference to removal of the 160-feet, approximately 160 feet
of square stone pavers. I just want to make sure I know that what you’re referring
to there. That is the - -

Rottmann

--That is the 196 square foot on the north side. It was just estimated at 160, but
since then I created the exhibit to get the exact number.

Kremp

Okay. So this is the accurate number.

Rottmann

That is the accurate number. Yes.

Evinger

One more question, too. Below those rock beds, is there any other kind of a drain
or any other kind of a tile or anything that is behind the rock?

Rottmann

I don’t think so because there is no, like onto the street or anything with it.

Mundy

You said this was done within the last year or so?

T. Dalberg

No, probably four years ago.

Mundy

Were you the owners, then?
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T. Dalberg

We were, yes.

Mundy

So, was anything done besides filling that with rock. I mean, was there soil,
compacted soil, taken away?

T. Dalberg

No, sir.

Mundy

So, it really didn’t probably change the permeability at all. It allowed you to walk
on dry surface, perhaps, with water right underneath you.

D. Dalberg

Yes, I don’t think it was very dry surface. It was mud between our two houses,
and it was old railroad-tied beds that were just completely rotted and falling apart
and seeping into the mud that was in the middle. So, we had those built back up.

Wolff

Will you tell me your name and address for the record?

D. Dalberg

Deanna Dalberg, 596 Linden Street.

Wolff

Thank you.

Mundy

Yes. Well, dry might be an exaggerated term. You could walk across it without
getting mud on your feet, but the water still had no place to go that it didn’t have
before.

Rottmann

Yes, I think the issue was before when it was standing water that there is
opportunity for it to run off-site or go elsewhere and that the rock has contained it
and not spread the water further out.

Mundy

Okay.

Wolff

Are there any remonstrators here tonight? Oh, we have a drainage issue,
someone’s got to talk about it. Seeing none, Wayne, can we have the staff report?

DeLong

Yes. Staff spoke to, I think, many of the points in your earlier presentation.
Certainly, staff is supportive of the efforts of the petitioner. Certainly, you know,
while we’re speaking in the staff report about compliance with the ordinance, the
efforts of the petitioner to do that while that’s been spoken about, as Mr. Mundy
pointed out, you have the water is still there. It’s retained. It’s not moving. Mr.
Jones’s articulation as a potential alternative way to review this is certainly
something that staff would look at. I don’t see a precedence issue. I mean, this is
such a unique site with relationship again with the property to the north, really
reducing this property’s ability to get rid of its own water.

Wolff

And, Mr. Rottmann spoke earlier, and just so we’re clear, he is correct. Mulch is
a permeable surface.

DeLong

Correct.

DeLong

Rock, what’s there currently is not, by definition according to, we recognize
stone gravel as a permeable surface, and it’s probably your 2% lot coverage
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credit, but in this particular case, you have it incorporated into pathways and
other features. Staff would not agree that this is merely a landscape bed. I mean,
this is a functional corridor with stepping stones. This is a sidewalk to allow
ingress and egress from point A to B. So, that’s where the rub, if you will, is in
the dialogue. Staff is looking at it through one lens, and the petitioner and
landowner’s representative are looking through it through a different lens. Staff
does not disagree with the logic behind that, but we need to look at things
through a certain mechanism.
Wolff

And, a consistent one. With that in mind, I don’t, Mr. Jones. I mean, mulch
versus - -

Jones

--Yes, I know. I don’t want to put mulch over stone. That just doesn’t make any
sense.

Wolff

Well, I’m not sure mulch would do any better than stone. I don’t know. I haven’t
had a drainage study.

Jones

Yes. I mean, that’s why I was trying to seek a way in the motion just to call out
that it exists. That way, once again, I understand the precedent and everything is
unique. But, at least that way we have identified it. We’re not ignoring it. Does
that make sense? Go ahead.

Wolff

I think what you’re looking at is to support, I believe Mr. Rottmann appointed a
45% lot coverage.

Jones

Correct.

DeLong

And, you can just go ahead and recognize in the motion that the nearly 400
square feet of stone, if you will, as identified in the petition, is part of your
overall credit towards permeable surface.

Wolff

Well, I think we have got to be careful here because, Todd, will you come back
up? What you’re asking for is 45%.

Rottmann

That’s what we noticed.

Wolff

But, that is not including the mulch beds.

Rottmann

Correct.

Wolff

So, if we included the mulch beds, we’re at 52%. And, so what he asked for was
that we change what we consider permeable, which I don’t think we can do.

DeLong

That’s what I was suggesting about recognizing and increasing the credit from
2% to - -

Wolff

--Okay.

Mundy

You can do that?
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DeLong

Well, as the Board, you’re looking to support, if that’s what you’re doing, you’re
looking to support the petition as it’s been filed.

Mundy

And, our rationale is that there is permeable surface there that did not get credit?

DeLong

Correct. That would be my - -

Jones

--So, basically within the motion what we’re going to do is increase the
permeable percentage based on the facts presented, which means, once again, I
think I said I always do the precedent, other than drainage, precedent is the only
other word I use, but the idea is that anyone else coming before us, as long as
they confine themselves to the same situation, that they had areas of a property
without something like this, were going to be unusable or unsafe or mosquito
traps, whatever. We’ve closed the loop versus, because I would rather not allow a
52% lot coverage ratio because there we’re - -

Wolff

Certainly seems high. In addition, I think it’s also important to recognize that
currently we’re at 47%.

Rottmann

Currently it’s 47%. Yes.

Wolff

So, we’re making improvements, but we’re giving a little latitude on permeable
surfaces.

Kremp

So, there is no concern that the notice for this is not accurate then, or, so if
somebody else wanted to be critical of if we grant the motion with these changes
that, you know, third parties that were relying on those provisions, would they be
able to attack this, maybe attack is a strong word, be critical of this as not
compliant.

Chadd

I think attack might be the right word. But, I think you’re okay. I think that’s
what Larry is getting at. That their application, their notice requests approval of
45%, and if you give them this leeway - -

Kremp

--I guess it’s the leeway part that I just want to make sure we’re okay. That we
can give that leeway.

Chadd

I think so. I mean, it sounds like there has been discussion of this as a unique
circumstance. It’s a unique gravel area over there.

Wolff

It’s a unique lot. It’s a corner lot, small lot. I think Wayne described the property
to the north as the parent.

DeLong

I believe from the property records, yes.

Rottmann

I think it’s important to note that the Dalberg’s did talk to the neighbors and there
is support letters from all of the neighbors in the packet and they were all aware
that there was going to be no change to those areas. In fact, the neighbor to the
north benefits.

T. Dalberg

The likelihood of them being critical of this anyway is very low.
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Rottmann

Right. The scope of work hasn’t changed from the notice or from the discussions
with the neighbors.

Wolff

Mr. Rottmann, thank you for bringing that to our attention. That is important to
note.

Evinger

I think we need to be careful about having the, I support the petition, but just
again, going back to precedent, if we do say that it’s 45% and then go to 52%,
and then say it’s because we gave leeway on permeability, I suspect that we will
see other petitions come forward that are going to be similar, and they’ll each say
that they’re a unique property because every one of our petitions is unique. So, I
think that we do need to probably craft something a little bit individual for this
particular property.

Wolff

I would agree. Wayne, do you have any thoughts on that comment? Sorry to put
you on the spot.

DeLong

I mean, you’re coming up with individual language. I mean, this is a corner lot.
The relationship is fairly tight on the two side yards because of that. I can
probably ponder this for a few minutes.

Rottmann

One option, which isn’t the preferred option, is to go with the plans as presented
that showed as a mulch bed so it truly is 45% lot coverage per the notice, and
then we spend the next year before this gets built trying to re-define maybe some
of the permeability issues or, as a standard for the Town, not just for this
property, but as a standard for the Town, how do you look at permeable surfaces
and should that really count as your lot coverage percentage?

DeLong

I would be very afraid of building into the ordinance that you could, any
property, could put 8% of its lot coverage in stone. I think this is incredibly
unique given the relationship of the two properties and their proximity to just
have this on any street in any location of the Village. I’m not, be concerned
about.

Wolff

Agreed. So, with that thought, would have an updated recommended motion?

DeLong

Well, it goes back to what Mr. Jones is focusing on. I mean, it’s the, you have a
northern side yard that’s in the shadows of both the existing home, as well as the
neighboring home to the north. I mean, seldom do you see this type of
relationship between basically what is someone’s functional rear yard that’s
actually by ordinance a side yard.

Evinger

Can you incorporate that into the motion?

Jones

I was thinking of one. I mean, you want me to try it?

Wolff

Well, Joe, let me get your opinion real quick. Sorry to put you on the spot, but I
think we all, this seems like a reasonable request. It seems like a very unique
situation. And, I understand the unique challenges of this particular property. Do
you have any thoughts on what might, an amended motion might look like?
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Kremp

No.

Wolff

Okay. Fair enough. I accept. Larry, you’re on it.

Jones

All right.

Wolff

Is there any further discussion? Seeing none. I’ll entertain a motion.

Jones

All right. Here’s the motion. I move that Docket # 2019-05-DSV, design
standards variance, in order to provide for the, or in addition to an existing
single-family dwelling, which, one, exceeds the required lot coverage ratio of
35% be increased to 52% allowing for that 15% of this is due to the use of
permeable pavers and a permeable stone pathway around the property, and two,
deviates from the required front yard setbacks from both Sixth and Linden Streets
as further described in the exhibits to this report in the residential Village zoning
district RV, for the property located at 596 West Linden Street to be approved as
presented based on the findings of fact. I got lost down here. And, approved as
recommended by staff based on the findings of fact as presented.

Wolff

Do you have a comment about that motion?

Evinger

Well, I think the motion is on the table so we need a second, but I would like to
amend the motion.

Jones

Okay.

Wolff

Is there a second?

Evinger

Second.

Wolff

Would you like to make, well, we need to address that, don’t we?

Chadd

It has a second. If someone wants to suggest an amendment, they can.

Evinger

Just, again, with your 15% due to the specific circumstances surrounding the
property.

Jones

So, just change it to that?

Evinger

Unless you would like to embellish on it a little bit further.

Jones

No.

Evinger

Okay.

Mundy

So, what is the motion, then?

Jones

So, it would be that it exceeds the required lot coverage ratio of 35% to 52% - -

Evinger

--based on the unique circumstances of the property.
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Jones

There we go. And, deviates from the required front yard setbacks, from both
Sixth and Linden Streets, as further described in the exhibits of this report, in the
residential Village zoning district RV, for property located at 596 West Linden
Street be, let’s see, approved as, how are we doing this? This is where I fall apart.
Approved as presented based on the findings of fact.

Wolff

Is there a second to the amended motion?

Kremp

Second.

Wolff

Thank you. All those in favor, please say aye.

All

Aye.

Wolff

Those opposed?
[No response.]

Wolff

Motion carries.

Rottmann

Thank you.

Wolff

Thank you.

Wolff

You guys are all wondering where Greg is now, aren’t you? Next item on our
agenda is I believe Docket # 2019-06-DSV, Mr. Rottmann, at 160 North Main
Street. Will the petitioner state your name and address for the record please?

Rottmann

Todd Rottmann, address 320 West Hawthorne Street. We’re the owners of the
property, and we have a buyer that we’re designing a home for on that. They
actually grew up in the Village and are returning back, and so they’re very
excited to move on to Main Street. As such, we need two variances. The first one
is for the rear yard setback off of 1st Street, which is also somewhat a front yard
setback because it’s 1st Street. Typically, we are right at the lot average setback
for that block with where we’re positioning our building. The caveat is that the
garage is attached to the house, and the ordinance states that if the garage is
attached, you know, the house has to be 20 feet off the rear property. So, we’re
matching all the other garages on the street. It’s just the ordinance is written that
it should be 20 feet if it’s the rear yard, or it’s okay if it’s a front yard, being 1st
Street, so we need to get the variance just to clear that up. And, then the second
one would be for the lot coverage. We’re requesting 46% lot coverage on this
property. It’s worth noting a good portion of that is permeable pavers on the
south side of the house for outdoor space, and they have got a front porch that
goes across the entire front of the house. If you look at the site map that we
provided that shows the general area, you can see that we’re by far not the most
lot coverage on this particular block, and we’re trying to stay back from the
sidewalk a little bit to kinda help with not overwhelming the sidewalk.

Wolff

Mr. Rottmann, do you have, you mentioned pavers for I believe it was the back
area kind of adjacent to the garage. Is that correct?
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Rottmann

Yes.

Wolff

Do you have an approximate square footage of what that might be? And I won’t
hold you to stickler, just a round number.

Rottmann

I can give you a percentage of lot coverage what that is.

Wolff

Percentage would be great.

Rottmann

All right. So, that’s 3% of the lot coverage of those pervious pavers, and then
another 3% of the lot coverage is the front porch.

Wolff

Thank you. And, as I look at the property, when I drove by it, it appears you
mentioned earlier that it has an attached garage, and we have seen a lot of
changes in that area, and I believe there are a few other attached garages, if I’m
not mistaken that are very similar in style.

Rottmann

Yes. What we’re finding is that there is a lot of empty nesters moving to the
Village, and/or families that want to age in place, the people of the Village. They
aren’t moving out and therefore having an attached garage allows them to age in
place.

Wolff

So, an attached garage is a benefit, not a benefit may not be the right word, but
it’s really a requirement for, or in line with consistent, or consistent with new
house standards and the way we expect to live in 2019 and those types of things.

Rottmann

Yes. It’s a practice that’s accepted in all historic neighborhoods, except for a few
throughout Indianapolis and surrounding area.

Wolff

Are there any other questions for the petitioner?

Jones

You guys are going to kill me. So, this thing sits about, this lot sits about two feet
below 1st Street.

Rottmann

Two feet below?

Jones

Yes. The rear?

Rottmann

Oh, yes. Yes, it’s a very significant slope there.

Jones

Is that of concern to you?

Unknown?

Yes, there are no storm sewers on 1st Street.

Wolff

Well, son of a gun.

Rottmann

So, we are keeping all of the water on our property because it can’t make it to 1st
Street. And, we did make sure that we have a wide yard on the south side of the
property in order to absorb water.
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Wolff

So, with the current structure you’re not changing the elevation?

Rottmann

No.

Wolff

It’s consistent to what it is today. It just happens to be two feet below 1st Street.

Rottmann

Right. I mean, as the garage comes out, it needs to come out at that 1st Street
level.

Wolff

Or you have to get an aggressive tire.

Rottmann

Yes.

Wolff

Any other questions?

Jones

I don’t know, it sounds like we have some people that might want to speak to this
project.

Wolff

Perfect. I enjoy the discussion. Are there any remonstrators here tonight? Please
come forward and state your name and address for the record.

M. Mindel

This is Michael Mindel and Delma Mindel, and we live at 145 West Walnut,
which is a corner lot, and we are across the street from this. 1st Street is higher
than everything around, and as 1st Street drains into this lot, 1st Street drains into
our lot, and we don’t want to see any more water on 1st Street than we already
have. So, we want to make sure that the lot is not elevated, and that gutters do not
discharge onto 1st Street.

Wolff

Okay. So, I want to be clear here. You’re on the corner of Walnut and First?

M. Mindel

Yes.

Wolff

Perfect. Thank you. And, your concerns are that you’ve got water issues.

M. Mindel

We have water issues now from water draining off of 1st Street.

Wolff

Perfect. And, so you want to make sure that this particular variance doesn’t make
those worse?

M. Mindel

Yes.

Wolff

And, you’re suggesting that, can you repeat your two suggestions?

M. Mindel

That the gutters do not discharge out to 1st Street, and that lot is not elevated so it
discharges onto 1st Street.

Wolff

And, I’m sorry. Can you repeat your name one more time for me?

M. Mindel

Mindel. M-I-N-D-E-L.

Wolff

Mindel. I should have got that.
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M. Mindel

I’m Michael and this is Delma.

Wolff

Thank you, Mr. Mindel.

D. Mindel

Lance Lantz and I - -

Wolff

--Would you actually - -

D. Mindel

I’m sorry. Delma Mindel.

Wolff

Thank you.

D. Mindel

145 West Walnut Street, Zionsville, Indiana. We have lived here since 2004. We
live in an historic home. In 1888 it was moved from Eagle Village, probably in
1883 over to Zionsville. You can imagine what that was like. At the present time,
we have lots of water that comes down 1st Street. Washes down our driveway,
and we had a French drain installed to try to take care of that as it runs south, so
when that water runs south, nonetheless, it runs around our garage, which has a
gravel floor, because it was built in 1922, and runs down into our patio and runs
down into our cellar every time we have a really big rain. On two different
occasions when the sewers overflowed, we had excrement in our basement.
That’s a huge, huge problem. Lance and I talked about how there was originally
curbs along 1st Street because we can see where they were when it’s dry. Our
grass gets brown where the curbs were, or is probably are.

Wolff

And, this is Lance Lantz?

D. Mindel

Pardon?

Wolff

This is Lance Lantz you’re referring to?

D. Mindel

Yes. Lance Lantz. Yes.

Wolff

Thank you.

M. Mindel

On 1st Street, it gets raised, and raised, and raised again.

D. Mindel

Yes, raised and raised. So, we’re really concerned that this house, the driveway,
will allow water to come onto 1st Street. We’re aware of that. The other
driveways do as well. May have already, the improvements to the Village
garages, may have added to our water problem. As my husband said, there are
no, there is no storm sewers on 1st Street. And, so restaurant alley has a really
big number for us in terms of water problems. So, we’re really, really, really
concerned about this. We have received notice from our insurance company that
they will no longer cover drainage problems into our basement as a result of
sewer overflow. So, that will be on us the next time something like that happens.
Now, I realize that the Town needs to do something about the drainage on 1st
Street, so that’s another problem besides this, but this is what we want to address.
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Wolff

Thank you. I guess I have a question. And, I’m making an assumption, which is
always a bad idea, but I would assume that the water going down 1st Street
would go from the north to the south. Is that not right?

D. Mindel

Yes. It comes that way, but where we are, we’re just right kind of at the bottom.

Wolff

Okay.

D. Mindel

So, it does run down.

M. Mindel

It runs down from Ash.

Wolff

Yes.

M. Mindel

But it also runs down from Cedar.

D. Mindel

From Cedar. Because I know that, because when we walk into the Village to go
to dinner, I notice that I have to exert a little bit of effort walking south from our
property on 1st Street. So, I know I’m walking uphill, and so that’s one of the
issues that’s happened there.

Wolff

So, you feel like if I put a big pump right here, and shot water off of this
property, you feel like it would head your way?

D. Mindel

Yes. There is no doubt.

Wolff

Okay. Thank you.

D. Mindel

Thank you.

Wolff

Are there any other remonstrators here tonight? Seeing none, Todd, do you have
a minute? So, they have some concerns about water. Do you have any thoughts
about that?

Rottmann

I can guarantee we won’t discharge any of our water onto 1st Street. We won’t
have any downspouts discharge onto it. It will discharge onto our property and,
as mentioned, the topography is such that 1st Street is elevated on this side of the
property.

Wolff

Would you be willing to make a commitment that the gutters and downspouts
won’t go towards 1st Street?

Rottmann

Absolutely.

Jones

Todd, is this house going to have a basement?

Rottmann

Yes.

Jones

So, where does the sump pump discharge?
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Rottmann

So, the sump pump discharges underground in a French drain system surrounded
by permeable stones, and it’s about 10 to 20 feet long, and it percolated into the
ground. It’s not above-grade and it’s not into the storm sewer system.

Jones

Okay.

Evinger

Are the downspouts going to be buried, as well, to go into - -

Rottmann

--No, they’ll be onto grade so that the ground can absorb it.

Evinger

Okay.

Kremp

Which side of the house would that be on?

Rottmann

The south side. That’s where we’ve got the yard. What we’re talking about is an
underground drain system for the sump.

Jones

But you know you’re pumping from one hole to the other hole, that will
eventually drain back to the first hole.

Rottmann

Well, there is, you know, we have to stay close to the house because there is trees
that we’re trying to preserve along the south side.

Jones

Wayne, are there any provisions to do any kind of storm sewer work on 1st
Street?

DeLong

I’m aware of a project that’s been through some level of design and public
discussion. I’m not aware offhand of where that project would terminate. I know
it is certainly somewhere in Claghorn’s potentially, but not certain offhand, and
certainly I’m not aware of any funding that’s currently being set aside to
facilitate that.

Mundy

You probably looked at all alternatives, but are there no storm sewers on Main
Street that the sump could be directed toward?

Rottmann

We’re not allowed to tie in. At least we haven’t been yet.

Jones

You can tie drainage in the storm sewers. You can’t tie it into the public sewer.

Rottmann

You can’t tie it into the, yes.

Mundy

Well, yes, public, of course not. But, storm sewers, you can’t tie it into the storm
sewers?

Rottmann

We have not had to before. In 20 some projects it’s not been a requirement
because the French drain system that we use is an acceptable alternative that
hasn’t had any problems or complaints yet, so I think it’s a non-issue.

Mundy

Even in very low-lying areas? I think Larry is right. You probably wind up, it
circulates back and forth, and maybe you can keep it circulating until enough has
percolated through, but I guess that’s the hope.
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Wolff

So, the idea is you take sump pump, water goes into this pit that’s filled with
stone, and - -

Rottmann

--No, it’s linear.

Wolff

Okay.

Rottmann

It’s like 10 to 20-foot long of over-sized pipe.

Wolff

Okay.

Rottmann

It’s perforated, set in gravel.

Wolff

And, where is this at compared to the surface of, like, are we below surface,
below-grade.

Rottmann

Yes. Below frost depth. So, you’re like 3 feet deep.

Wolff

Okay. And, the water, the idea is the water runs along that pipe, and when it has
an opportunity to go.

Rottmann

Right. The pipe can handle the entire capacity of what’s being pumped into it,
and then it percolates out.

Jones

Todd, do you know if any of the adjoining houses have basements in that or
anything?

Rottmann

I don’t believe any of them do.

D. Mindel

No, that’s not, well they have a cellar. The house to the north of our back
property has a cellar.

Rottmann

Yes. Most, they’re pretty dark and awful places, but the HVAC and water heater
is in there. Once improvements were made. They used to be for storing of canned
goods and in case of tornados.

Wolff

While we have Todd here, any other questions? It looks like we may have one
more remonstrator. Any other questions for Todd before we? Thank you. Thank
you, Todd. Come on up and state your name and address.

Zelonis

Sally Zelonis, 40 South 3rd Street. Just a question, what’s the distance? I know
those lots are narrow there to the adjoining houses from each side.

Wolff

Are you referring to the distance between the houses?

Zelonis

Yes. So, in other words, if that French drain is on the south side, what’s the
distance to the property line? And the same on the north side, just, I’m curious,
because I know that lot is narrow?
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Wolff

Perfect. Are there any other remonstrators before we bring Mr. Rottmann back
up?

Rottmann

All right. So, on the north side of the property, I have spoke several times with
that homeowner about distance to property, preservation of trees, types of
landscape to plant, etc. Their home is pushed to the north side of their property,
so between the houses, 20-25 feet. To the south, the majority of our house is at
18+ feet away from the property line. There is one section where it’s 14 feet
away from the property line, and that house, it’s pretty close to the property line.
It’s probably 5 feet away. So, we’re 20 to 23 feet away from that house. There is
an incredible amount of yard, and the house to the south just built a new garage
and just got a variance to do the thing that we’re doing.

Wolff

Mr. Rottmann, we’re on the, what side of the house would the proposed French
drain go?

Rottmann

South.

Wolff

The south side.

Rottmann

Yes.

Mundy

Does the house to the south of this lot have a basement, do you know?

Wolff

I think it was a cellar.

Rottmann

I don’t believe so, because it’s a bungalow.

Unknown

We have a dirt cellar.

Mundy

You’re in the house immediately south of this lot?

Unknown

Yes.

Mundy

Thank you.

Jones

So, back to your question, Todd, is there storm sewers on Main Street?

Rottmann

The water is on First. I don’t know where the storm is.

Jones

Not the sanitary, but the storm?

Rottmann

Correct. I do not know where the storm is on this property.

Jones

Wayne, does Main Street have storm sewers?

DeLong

I don’t have that information offhand in front of me as to where those are located.

Unknown?

There are some by Black Dog Books, there is a storm sewer there.

Jones

And, that’s the other - -
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Wolff

--Yes, that’s pretty far south.

Mundy

In the way of storm cellar, or storm sewers, on First. Yes, I think you’re
absolutely right on that one.

Rottmann

Yes. My dad lives two doors down, did live two doors down from this property
until a couple weeks ago, and so had done a lot of maintenance and we owned
another property on Main Street. I don’t remember seeing any storm drains when
I’m out there cutting grass and shoveling snow.

Wolff

So, I think we heard a commitment.

Jones

Of what, the French drain?

Wolff

No, that’s design. I think we heard a commitment that they would not discharge
any water towards 1st Street, including downspouts.

Mundy

And, they would stay with the existing grade.

Wolff

Wayne, can we have the staff report?

DeLong

Yes. Staff’s review of this petition is based upon the lot coverage conversation,
and staff is supportive of the petitioner’s efforts here, and certainly recognizes
the impervious surfaces that are proposed. The setback request is something that
is routinely supportive given the dual front yards that are located on Main Street
and 1st Street. So the setback that’s proposed is something that’s enjoyed by
others in the area. Again, staff is supportive of the petition as it’s filed, and I’d be
happy to answer any questions.

Kremp

Wayne, does staff, Mr. DeLong, I apologize. Do drainage issues like this, that
were just being discussed, impact or come into staff’s decision-making when
you’re coming up with your recommendation?

DeLong

The drainage calculations are not a part of the zoning ordinance, and therefore
they’re not in the layering of the recommendation, nor does that appear in the
staff report. This dialogue routinely occurs related to drainage, but as far as
zoning requirement, we’re looking for positive drainage. How that’s ultimately
facilitated, as long as it meets minimum standards of the building code, that’s
where staff’s review, authority is. Oftentimes you find that there is a higher
standard level of care that might be necessary and is brought up by interested
parties that have local knowledge that is spoken to like it is this evening.

Kremp

So, it doesn’t impact your view, then?

DeLong

No. Correct. It does not.

Jones

It doesn’t impact the view, but it’s also not technically part of the process to
review it, actually.
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DeLong

Much like the discussion earlier this evening, the drainage is reviewed at the time
of the building permit. We’re, again, looking for deposited drainage. No property
is entitled to shed more water than what it is currently discharging and
appropriate steps need to be taken to mitigate if it does.

Rottmann

And, just to clarify since we are the architect for it and we’ve worked on about
20 houses in the Village, we put together a storm water pollution prevention plan
with every single one of our plans when we file for permit, which has the
topography on it. So, that is part of the review process for our project, so we can
make a commitment that we’ll do the storm water pollution prevention plan
including topography as part of our application for building permit.

Jones

Will your driveway that connects 1st Street have a culvert underneath it?

Rottmann

There is not any water that I can tell that needs to pass through, as long as we can
contain the water, you know, within our property that might exist there.

D. Mindel

Does it slope into 1st Street? The driveway?

Rottmann

It’s essentially level with it. I believe, I understand that the remonstrator’s issue
with water drainage. I tried to pull up the Boone County GIS on my phone, but
the connection here wasn’t good. It’s my understanding the topography that it
does flow to the south, and that it does flow to the west and it flows to that
property on 3rd Street that the remonstrator earlier talked about. That’s where the
water goes. There has been two garages - -

Inaudible (1:22:13)
Rottmann

Yes. Because it’s coming, you’re getting it coming at head lots means with Lance
as well. You guys are getting it coming from the west, because the west is raised.
So, you guys are getting it coming from the west, and you’re getting it coming
from the north. No doubt about it. I don’t believe that anything that’s done on 1st
Street at our property, and the two properties south of it, which have both
experienced new construction of garages within the last three years contributes
any water or additional problems to 1st Street at all. And, I wish I could pull up
the GIS mapping, but like I said, we pull it up, we do the contours and we have to
do contours on our plan and prove to Lance that we aren’t going to shed any
water off of our property. It’s part of it. If we need to make a commitment that
we’ll do a negative slope on the drive, and then do like a trench drain before the
garage door, we could do that. I mean, then there would be, I mean, we’re talking
zero runoff from our property. It’s a non-issue.

Wolff

There is a drainage issue. You’re contributing to it.

Rottmann

There is currently no drainage issue that this property is contributing to, or will
contribute to in the future.

Wolff

Thank you. Do you have another comment?

D. Mindel

I just want to correct that impression that there is no water running from Cedar
north on 1st Street. Because I have stood at the end of my driveway, in heavy,
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heavy rains, and watched that water running down 1st Street down our driveway.
I have witnessed this happening. So, there is lots of water coming from that
direction. Coming off of Claghorn, coming down the street, probably even
coming from some of the new driveways. So, there is considerable water. That is
water that is flooding into our cellar. Thank you.
Wolff

Okay. Thank you. I think what we heard Mr. Rottmann commit to was that there
won’t be any water off of this property that will go on to do that, and to address
that he has agreed to right now I think two commitments. One is that all of the
water will not be evacuated towards 1st Street, and two, that, how long do you
think that driveway would be? It can’t be long.

Rottmann

So, on our property, it’s 4 feet 6 inches, but 1st Street is actually 11 feet off the
property from that location, so you end up with what looks like a 15-foot
driveway.

Wolff

So, you’ve also committed to that, and to further help the issue, you have
committed to creating a negative slope and a drain at the bottom of the driveway,
or near the garage.

Rottmann

We would probably pull it off and probably go like 4 feet, you know, off of 1st
Street, which is kind of like the natural low point for the property there anyway,
and have the drain there letting the water go out into the yard versus towards 1st
Street.

Wolff

Thank you. Any other questions, thoughts, concerns.

Evinger

Not regarding this individual property, but Wayne, when we have Creekside
Development and we have all those bio, kind of, engineered collection points for
storm water, is there something possible like that for 1st Street. I know that’s not
for tonight, but something to think about.

DeLong

The design when it was first created, I’m not sure it was at in a time that you had
the number of low impact development features that you do see today. I would
suspect as that design advances and appears again for public discussion, those
types of features would be more prominent. I mean, you’d find the Town
building those features in Creekside. We build those features on Main Street
itself, near Town Hall. It is something that is more commonplace, if you will.
But, I’m not involved in the design of that, but certainly I would think that the
Town’s embracing of that concept would be carried through as best it could on
1st Street.

Jones

A lot of times those bio-swales will still have a storm sewer or storm pipe
connection. So, basically their retainage in terms of holding to release what goes
into our storm sewer system and into the creeks and down the flow, but the point
is there is still an outfall, a mechanical outfall, and with Todd’s property, with
this property, what he is proposing, everything is going to stay onsite.

Kremp

WhenI agreed to do this, Greg Morical said always look to you on drainage.

Jones

Don’t.
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Wolff

I assume you live on a hill. I don’t know that, but I assume.

Jones

I’m actually on the low end of the hill.

Wolff

Now we know.

Jones

But I did figure out a way to actually run my perimeter drain tile, so it open sites.
So, my sump pump never runs.

Wolff

So, as I look at a property, we’ve had some remonstrators and some neighbors
that are concerned about 1st Street, and it sounds like, and I believe their opinion
that there is a water problem there that is not created by this property, that exists
today. It’s there. And, I think what Mr. Rottmann has proposed is that he is going
to commit to not making the water problem any worse by keeping all of his water
on his property, or going someplace else. I’m not sure, if we had another
petitioner in front of us, what else could they, not that there is a way, what else
could you do. I’m not sure there is anything else you could do to address this
issue, for this particular property. Wayne, I think, is hearing the message that
probably that something larger needs to be addressed, but that’s not what we’re
looking at right now.

Jones

Yes. At some point, the Town has to address its storm sewer issues because every
little variance we give has an incremental effect on it.

Unknown?

Well, the Town has improved the storm sewers on 3rd Street and 4th Street, but
not east of 3rd Street.

Jones

So, hopefully their, guys, - -

Wolff

--So, no further discussion, I’ll entertain a motion.

Jones

You’d get buried in a drainage swale, is what’s going to happen to me. I’m sorry,
Wayne, has somebody already made that comment? Is that why you’re
chuckling.

Mundy

I’ll make a motion. I move that Docket # 2019-06-DSV, design standards
variance, to provide for the construction of a new single-family dwelling with an
attached garage and covered front porch, which, one, exceeds the required lot
coverage of 35% to 46%, and includes both 3% of the total building coverage,
including pervious material, and two, deviates from setback along 1st Street, as
illustrated in the site plan attached to this report in the residential Village zoning
district for the property located at 160 North Main Street be approved with the
commitments that the developer has included that there will be no discharge of
water from the lot onto 1st Street, the grade will not change from existing, and
that there will be a negative drain onto the property from 1st Street at the
driveway. I think that’s all I need.

Wolff

Thank you. Is there a second?

Jones

Second.
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Wolff

All those in favor, please say aye.

All

Aye.

Wolff

Those opposed?
[No response.]

Wolff

Motion carries.

Rottmann

Thank you.

Wolff

Thank you.

Unknown?

To the members of the Board, I want to give you a handout that might propose a
solution for further problems of rain water captured said drain water in cities and
towns, courtesy of [inaudible]

Wolff

Do you by chance know when this was published?

Unknown?

It was just in the latest issue of [inaudible]______.

Wolff

Okay, so recently. Perfect. Thank you. All right, we have one more item on our
agenda tonight. Docket # 2019- 07-SE, Bodecker at property 782 North 800 East.
Please come forward and state your name and address for the record.

Bodecker

My name is Steven Bodecker. This is my wife Jamie. Our current address is 1427
North US Highway 421. Today we wanted to talk to you about 782 North 800
East. We’re requesting a petition for special exemption to allow for new
residential buildings in an agricultural zoning district. So, my wife and I are
currently looking to purchase the property 782 North 800 East for use to build a
single-family home. Currently this is zoned agricultural as is noted, but
previously there was a house on it, which was built in 1996. When this was built,
it was before the time where at the adoption of the ordinance language to require
it to be to go through the process to get it zoned appropriately. So, then it burned
down in a fire in 2014, and it’s recently come on the market. So, looking to buy it
and take it back, ask for the exception to build the single-family home on the
property.

Wolff

Great. I have a couple questions, if you don’t mind. Approximately how many
square feet are you thinking about?

Bodecker

It ends up being just under 5,000 square feet.

Wolff

And, for you, have you seen the staff’s report?

Bodecker

Yes.

Wolff

Okay. So, you’re familiar with the right to farm, and your proximity to the
airport.
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Bodecker

Yes.

Wolff

Okay. No problems there. Great.

Jones

Are you going to retain the pole barn that’s on the site?

J. Bodecker

At this time, the plan is to, yes.

Wolff

There is in our packet, I’m going to call it Exhibit 3, but I’m not sure if you have
it in front of you. I can show it to you, but there is a red box. Is that where
approximately - -

Bodecker

Yes, the approximate plan for where we would locate the house on the lot.

Wolff

Perfect. And, then it looks like just to the north of that, is that the pole barn
location?

Bodecker

Yes. Yes, it’s a little bit north and then slightly west.

Wolff

West. Yes.

Bodecker

That’s where the pole barn currently is.

Wolff

Great. You don’t happen to have a creek or a waterfall or anything else in there,
do you?

Bodecker

No, not right now.

Wolff

Any other questions for the petitioner? Seeing none, are there any remonstrators
here tonight? Seeing none, I’ll take the staff report.

DeLong

Thank you. Yes. As indicated earlier this evening in a different special exception
petition, your test, if you will, is to review the site and its agricultural purpose
currently, and the history is fairly clear as indicated by the petitioner. This
property has been used for residential purposes for a number of years. Certainly
the loss to the fire is something that took it out of that purpose for a number of
years. This petition serves to literally replace and re-establish the existing
standard that once was and enjoyed by the property. With all that in mind, staff is
recommending approval, and I’d be happy to answer any questions.

Wolff

Thank you, Wayne. Any questions for the staff?

Kremp

Just one question with respect to the owner’s authorization. When these come
through, are they typically required to be specific as to what they’re agreeing to?

DeLong

I’ll get the form in front of me to see what it says in the first place.

Kremp

The reason I ask is it has a, there is an authorization that’s executed but it’s got a
list of different options, and none of them are actually specified.
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DeLong

Well, oftentimes we will see these where applicants, seller, landowner, will
scratch out or circle very specific items. This particular application, I think
because the party is probably using an older form, it certainly calls out the special
exception. They didn’t necessarily eliminate of the choices that are in our service
lines, if you will. But certainly in theory, this party could reuse this authorization
until the notary stamp expired anyway.

Kremp

From counselor’s perspective on showing that.

Chadd

I don’t have a problem with it. I don’t think it’s uncommon to see pretty broad
authorizations.

Evinger

Can we correct it tonight and just have them identified, which one they’re here
for? I know we have the Docket in front of us, but just so that they close the loop.

Wolff

It’s just a little clerical we need to fix. No big deal. That’s great. Thank you.
Good catch.

Mundy

Wayne, I think this is a question for you that you indicate here. The pole barn
makes this non-compliant now. There is no residence there. Does the pole barn
and the size of that, and the subsequent building, if this is approved, and a home
built there, does it require anything else or does it become compliant once a
single-family resident is build there?

DeLong

I know we looked at this in the office. I want to say, given the size of the home
that’s contemplated, it brings, it would be addressed.

Mundy

It would be in compliance.

Wolff

And, currently the property is out of compliance?

Mundy

Right.

Wolff

Any other comments? Seeing none, I will entertain a motion.

Kremp

I’d like to make a motion. I move that Docket # 2019-07-SE, special exception,
petition in the agricultural district for the property located at 782 North County
Road 800 East be approved based upon the staff report for the proposed findings,
and once approved that the petitioner execute the right to farm acknowledgement
documentation.

Wolff

Thank you. Is there a second?

Mundy

Second.

Wolff

All those in favor, please say aye.

All

Aye.

Wolff

Those opposed.
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[No response.]
Wolff

Motion carries. Good luck. Wayne, I believe that wraps up our petitions. Are
there any other matters to be considered?

DeLong

Just you have a very brief - -

Wolff

--Can I get you guys to hang out for one second so we can get you the excess
document? Yes.

DeLong

With the petition starting from the bottom to the top, the Bobbitt petition we do
have that alley as officially vacated by the Town of Zionsville.

Wolff

Great.

DeLong

As far as the listing of other items, other various items or working with these
various parties, we did receive a draft version of the Leet Holdings commitments,
but we did turn those back to the petitioner for some additional provisions. And,
then, I know on Wildwood the applicant is still working with the neighbors. I’m
not sure how much headway they’re truly making at this point related to
resolving the outstanding items. And the Ainsley Park continues to not wrap
itself up, unfortunately.

Wolff

Thank you, Wayne, for the update. Seeing no other business, this meeting is
adjourned.
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